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Thomaston Votes To^Add Three Schoolrooms At $30,000 Cost

Thomaston selectmen and the town manager watch cloaely the action of the town meeting Monday eve
ning, and the reaction of voters to proposals contained in the warrant as presented by Moderator Alfred
Strout. Seated about the table in the front of Watts Hall are, from left to right. Selectmen Theodore J. Gutofdce, Robert (’. MacFarland, Robert Blake, Harold P. Richardson, Town Manager Harold Putnam and Select
man Fred Burnham.
Photos oy cuiien

Deputy Sheriff Edgar Libby, left, and Schooi (omniitteeman-eleet Dr. E. R. Moss

Progress of the meeting was just as closely watched in the rear
of the hall as Albert Elliott, left, and Robert H. Doe cheeked the
articles as they were presi nte<l. Citizens generally took part in the
discussions.

watched proceedings from the rear of the hall, together with several other citizens who

made themselves heard from time to time on various subjects.

j building rather than a more con- MacFarland 255 and Arthur Henry schools
over the type of construction to<
i v* ntional type of construction.
241.
After a detailed summary of the , b« used in building the additional j
Total appropriation?1 raised at
In an uncontested election Byron insurance picture in regards to . classrooms and the debate on the
i the evening meeting were $141.- G. Hahn won the position on the the high school building and a Knox County Hospital appropria
281.66 which represents an in board of assessors formerly held summary of the costs of installing tion. the meeting moved rapidly.
I crease of about $6000 over the by Pearlie L. Hall.
In spite of the long discussion
a sprinkler system in the building,
The final decision was to raise
amount raised by the 1953 town
Dr. E. R. Moss defeated E. Ro it was voted to table the article on school matters the meeting
the requested $30,000, part by ap
meeting. The amount was a bit nald Gillis for the school commit calling for the installation of the was adjourned at 10.30
propriation and part by loan, with
unusual in that it represented the tee post. Moss received 270 votes the sprinkler system.
the condition that the details of
exact amount requested by the ( and Gini8 169
Considerable debate was aroused
the type of construction be settled
budget committee and selectmen.
Arnold Bryant was re-elected to over the appropriation for the
by a special town meeting to be J
held before May 15.
j
School
costs.
including
the
position of tow'n clerk and Al- Knox County General Hospital but
The bulk of the debate seemed amount
raised
additional
for fr#.d yj Strout was again elected it was finally decided to raise the
sum of $828.
to concern the advisability of classroom space, accounted for 52 moderator.

APPROPRIATIONS OF $141,281.66

RAISES TOWN BUDGET $6,COO

FRIENDSHIP FINALLY COMPLETES

OVER THAT APPROVED LAST YEAR

TOWN ELECTIONS AND FILLS

At the annual town meeting of
the Town of Thomaston last eveing, the school department ac
counted not only for the major
portion of the money raised but
for the major portion of the time (
consumed as citizens debated the j
best procedure to follow in making
additions to the classroom space !

Mrs. Morrison
New North Haven

Town Officer

PPrcent °f the total.

1 using a steel prefabricated type of

available.
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HYDE MEMORIAL HOME

BENEFIT CARD PARTY
i

Legion Home, Rockland

FRIDAY, APRIL 2 at 8 P. M.
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Beverage who

in

a

known

corporation

NOW OPEN

men

formed

Corporation.

the

county

developement
as

Pen-Bay

In making their of

ficial announcement this morning,

TYPEWRITER HEADQUARTERS

Expert Service On All Typewriters
USED TYPEWRITERS SOLD AND RENTED
Tel. 766
37-38

lots.
Entrance will be from Maverick

services

will

be

A spokeman for the group com
mented that it is their desire to

the group also revealed plans for tends northward several hundred
It has long been recognized that
the developement of a 75 lot hous feet. It is considered one of the new housing is needed in Rock
ing area in one of the most choice most sightly spots in the city.
land if the city is to attract in
sites in the city.
It was with the idea of
The group plans to employ a dustry.
The new area will be known as professional developement archi correcting this deficiency that the
i
Pen-Bay Acres and will be located tect who will lay out the tract Pen-Bay Corporation wras formed,
.
on a 65 acre tract to the west of into 75 choice lots.
Streets, 50 according to th<‘ members of the
i
Camden street and located on a feet in width, plus sewer, water group.
!
i
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OFFICE HELP

cautions that

! than

for previous weekends.

Apply In Person

RAINBOW
ICE CREAM
Vanilla, Strawberry, Pistachio, Chocolate
BULK, Vi GALLON AND

“

Select MEREDITH'S For Custom-Laid Floors and Walls

tinguished
headway.

ex

previously but was
before

it

could

gain

The story and a half structure
partially

covered by

insur

sist on Saturday night,
Bartlett also urged Rockland
merchants to publicize the Friday
: evening in order to solicit the

w.

WATCH!

ning
At this time politics are on vacat,jn—but even so considerable bait

being

FOR OUR GRAND OPENING ADVERTISEMENT

IN THURSDAY'S PAPER

dug

Our Experienced Mechanics Custom Install a Complete

Line of Nationally Known Linoleum and Tile Products:

— WANTED —

I Jr10? SS""

CAU US FOS YOUR FREE

• Rubber Tile

ESTIMATE TODAY!

GOOD PAY

INSURANCE BENEFITS

Apply In Person

H. H. CRIE & CO.
318 MAIN 8T.

313-315 Main St.

Rocklond, Me.

Tel. 1425

NOTICE
TOWN OF OWL'S HEAD, MAINE

MALE HELP
STEADY EMPLOYMENT

BEGINNING APRIL 1st

naaaaaaaaaaaaaaaassaacsaaaaaaaaaaasBasi

occurred

i

is

CONES ONLY
SOLD AT AU EDWARDS' DEALERS

caused a short circuit at the point
where the wires entered the house.
A small fire of this nature had

change.
Secretary Bartlett
points out
that the basis for the change is
the belief by the Chamber of Com
merce Merchant's Committee that
the Rockland area has more shop
pers willing to buy on Friday night
than it has shoppers who will in

In Labrador, Baffinland, Greenland

If You're Accustomed To The Best

fire

A

Commander MacMillan Will Tell of His Adventures

9

the

re-

trade of these people in the area
who prefer to shop on Friday eve

4 FLAVOR

that

I ports are as yet not conclusive.
A check has disclosed that cash
{ sales for the weekend were better

40 HOUR WEEK

38-lt

to

concluded

Following the first weekend under the new plan of having Rockland stores open Friday instead of
Saturday evening some attempt is
being made to evaluate the plan,
Chamber of Commerce Secretary

INSURANCE BENEFITS

ROCKLAND
38-40

reached

was

started from defective wiring. It
is believed that the high winds

ance

At
Community Building, Rockland

338 MAIN ST.

be

Fire Chief Anderson stated that

it

that it was impossible to save the

jbe necessary in order to accuratei ly measure the success of the

H. H. CRIE & CO.

could

building.

home

On First Friday
Opening Weekend

GOOD PAY

CHILDREN 50c

Lhe

was

THURSDAY, APRIL 1—8 P. M.

ADULTS 75c

destroyed

summon the fire department the
fire had gained such headway

STEADY EMPLOYMENT

Benefit Rockland Teachers' Ass'n Scholarship Fund

A fire early Saturday morning

Cash Sales Up

I continued check of the total sales
J for the Friday-Saturday period will

WITH MacMILLAN"

PERMIT ESCAPE AS HOME RAZED

neighbors

Home to the tract which borders ing developement which will be a
the Country Club property and ex credit to the city

"NORTH—FAR NORTH

ASLEEP IN BURNING HOUSE, TO

ing.
In addition to the election, ap- of Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Hunt
proval was given two ordinances on the Old County Road in Thomregulating parking and traffic. aston.
The family was awakened by
Lloyd F. Crockett served as mod
erator of the brief meeting.
the whining of the family dog to
Following the meeting coffee, find the house in flames and were
doughnuts and brownies were sold able to escape with only a few’
by Grange members.
articles of clothing. By the time

in

— WANTED -

DOG AROUSED THOMASTON FAMILY

completely

Street near the American Legion establish a modern, complete hou

Public Illustrated Lecture

Here

po

Quinn Morrison, elected on the
second ballot. Salary for the of
fice was set at $800 by the meet

i Ralph Bartlett

It's

had held the

sitions for a number of years.
Six candidates were nominated
for the vacancy and Mrs. Lucy

<

have

Rockland, Maine

vacant by the recent death of Ray

: PROFESSIONAL DESIGNING, PLANNED BY GROUP

professional

336 Main Street

A special town meeting was held

(conducted during the day. incum- information on several of the arti-! appropriation of $1,736.50 to purbent selectmen. Harold P. Rich- cles pertaining to school affairs. ! chase and install an additional
ardson and Robert C.
MacFarland Following his recommendation it , pump on the tank truck now
were the successful
candidates, was voted to adopt the Rhinehart owned by the department.
Richardson received
299 votes, Writing System in the Thomaston 1 With the exception of the debate

ridge which will afford an unob and power
structed view of the bay from all cluded.

Mrs. Ellen
special balloting held Monday aft I board of assessors.
Hall. Ira Oliver and Ralph Winernoon. Thr* previous regular town
I ehenpaw were the successful can
meeting had failed to elect offi didates. Ira L. Oliver w’as the un
cials for four positions in the town successful candidate.

Attendance at the special meet
Tauno Hendrickson was unop ing was not large, with only 79
at North Haven Friday evening to
posed for the position which re votes being cast during the day.
choose a town treasurer and tax mained to be filled on the board , Harvey Simmons served as moder• ator.
collector. The positions were left of selectmen.

Included in the articles relating
In the election of tow’n officers Webber was called upon to give 1 to the Fire Department was an

A group of young business and

1 S3'* j',.;

The Town of Friendship finished,
Four candidates w’ere nominated
its election of town officials nt the! for the three positions on the

government.

Lewis

: TO CORRECT ROCKLAND HOUSING DEFICIENCY

For Table Reservations Call Gilberta Jordan, 1048-J
,k, ,

Superintendent

: PEN-BAY ACRES WITH 75 LOTS, ALL UTILITIES,

♦

Door Prizes —

School

VACANCIES ON TWO BOARDS

RiHklAM)

3840

Anyone found setting a fire without a permit will
be prosecuted under the State Law, which provides for a
fine not to exceed $100 or 30 days in Jail or both under
Chapter 363—Sec. 68-A of the Revised Statutes 1949.
Fires permitted only after 4 P. M. on weekdays, Saturday
and Sunday all day if supervised by the Fire Dept.
Per: DAVID 0. KNOWLTON

Fire Warden.
se-it
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with the
metre so significant
throughout the entire poem.

Explaining

that

“Nawadaha”

NEWSPAPER HISTORY

■vas a singer in a certain Indian
-i

village of
Tawasentha
Longfellow writes: —

&

BRCU1W
KMOX
Count®

n

Sv "R Waldo Tyler

'

No

picture

motion

of wildlife , ter Bisset, who reported the young

that it has ever been my pleas-

raccoon

mange infection and a few bur-

ure to see since I witnessed Walt

outdoor
Valley”

Disney’s great
titled “Beaver
Strand a

few years

subject
at the

ago, could

even come close to being such a

slightly indisposed from

dock burrs in his fur.
Well, if Mr. ’Coon was looking

kindness

for

he

at the

stopped

right house.

fine production as the color and

* • * *

sound film shown at the recent
Warren meeting of the Knox

Reports from all corners of the
county indicate raccoons are at

County Fish & Game Association

the

valley,

Should you ask where Nawadaha
Found these songs, so wild and
wayward,
Found these legends and tradi
tions,
I should answer, I should tell you:
“In the bird’s-nest of the forest.
In the lodges of the beaver,
In the footprints of the bison,
In the eyry of the eagle!
All the wildfowl sang them to
Him: ”
• » • ♦
Can’t you see, that right at its
very beginning an imaginative
youngster could build up an over

whelming inspiration to also hear
the story from the birds and
beasts.
The call of the outdoors is
strong as Longfellow continues
with his discription of the Tawasentha valley—
“In the green and silent valley,

(Continued On Page Four)

peak of abundance most ev-

I missed the name of the photo- * ery where.
graphtr, but he was certainly a

Last fall about every brook-bed

master of the patient art of wild-

was padded down with their clear
cut, handlike tracks.
During mating season these ani-

life photography.
The film, property of the New
Hampshire Fish 4 Game Commis-

sion, was made from blinds erect-

ROCKPORT
MRS. KENNETH WENTWORTH
Correspondent

Telephone Camden 2483

mala will pair up and each mated

pair means that there must be a

Mrs. John Sullivan left Monday
for Spring Lake, North Carolina

ed on the spot and contains not new home in which to raise the
just shots here and there among } babies.
to be with her daughter Agnes who
New Hampshire’s wildlife, but ,
The old bucks then attack the is ill.
long

sequences

of

each

subject

drive

males,

young

them

from

and in vivid natural colors.
j 'heir original home and if he
For example—a partridge and be a particularly "onerary old
her brood from before the eggs < cuss’’ he may forcibly dispossess
hatched to the time the chicks such young males who attempt
leave the nest with mother. A doe j to establish homes for their own
deer nursing her spotted fawn. family even nearby his.
Savage fights often result, and

Baby ducks actually picking their

way out of the shell and a score as many an over-courageous dog
of
other
remarkable subjects has sadly discovered, no animal of
made even more interesting by equal weight and size can fight
narrated thoughts of the photogra harder.
I expect the raccoon who visited
pher and what his subjects may
have been thinking while the pic

Mrs.

Witham was

some

outcast

from an overcrowded area.
were being taken.
• • * •
The title of this film is “Spy
ing New Hampshire’s Wildlife.”
Did you ever hear the story of
and the program committee of the the two army privates who went
tures

Fish 4 Game Association hope to j hunting while on leave?

have a repeat showing of it at

woods to-

They went into the

Beaver Lodge this coming sum- gether and then separated in
mer, when it will receive top hopes of jumping a deer or a rab
billing as an outdoor subject all bit which would cross the other’9

nature lovers and especially boy

line of sight.

and girl scouts should see.

Suddenly one private shouted to
* * * *
the
other: “Hallooo! soldier!—
Had an urgent call from Min- there’s something moving about

nie Witham of Rockland s South

[n tj,e t,rusy, with baggy eyes and

Main street recently during which

three gtripPS on it.

she explained that a raccoon had
paid her a visit and although she

q>o which his companion yelled
hack, “Don’t shoot, it’s either a

gave

him

every

What’ll I do?"

opportunity to skunk or a sergeant.”

continue on his way,he seemed
reluctant to

just a few days now to April 1.
hospitalitj Heard
from
Walter Anderson.

leave the

of her sheltering piazza and after trout stocking assistant and Fish

spending one night on

Game

her premi- &

Association

statistician

ses, was at that moment curled a, gajt Pond recently. Walt says
up in a ball and fast asleep quite (March 20) that he believes even
close to her front door.
if the pond i^not clear of all ice

Minnie

was

honored

by

his on

opening day, there will be
spring visit but wished to be re- p|enty 0( open water for fishing
lieved of thc responsibility of his around the lower end

welfare in case dogs or inquisi-

Around

tive boys should find him there;

high.run

opening
tides

time,

be

wil,

night

at

their

so I called Elliot Smith of Ingra- peaj< End should have a good efham’s Hill who took the animal fpct o„ trout appetites.
into protective custody, pending
Several good-sized brown trout
the arrival of Game Warden Wal- were taken there in the first weeks

ASSESSOR’S NOTICE
CITY OF ROCKLAND
The Subscriber. Assessor of
Taxes, of the City of Rockland,
hereby gives notice to the Inhabi
tants of said City and other per
sons having Taxable Property
within said City.to make and bring
in to said Assessor true and perfect
lists of their polls and all their es
tates, real and personal, in writing
including all property held in trust
as Guardian. Executor, Adminis
trator, Trustee or otherwise (ex
cept as is by law exempt from
taxation) which they were posses
sor of on the first day of April 1,
1954 and be prepared to Make
Oath to the truth of the same.
And they are particularly requested to notify the Assessor of
the names of all persons of whom
they have bought or to whom they
have sold taxable property since
the first day of April, 1953
And for the purpose of Receiving said lists and making transfers
of all property bought or sold, the
undersigned will be in session at
the Assessor’s Room. No. 7, City
Building, from nine to twelve
o’clock in the forenoon, and from
two to five o’clock In the afternoon of

of the

1953 season, but the full

season tally of brookies was way

below the catch of 1952.
This was also the case however

in

Peters,

Hastings—

Ross and

usally tops in Lincoln County.
• • • •
Fifty-two years ago,

(let’s see,

I was nine) my father gave me a
book which I believe to this day
is my most inspiring volume.

Father was an active man who

work.

loved
factual

serious

Very

and

and not in the least in

clined to give me any encourage-

I ment in my yearning for the outd<x>rs and the wonders of nature,
If he had wished to divert me

from hours upon hour3 of idleness
around

the

Camden

countryside

Fourth Quarterly Conference
The Fourth Quarterly Conference
of the Rockport Methodist Church
was held last Sunday and the fol
lowing officers, commissions and
committees elected for the year
1954-1955.
Trustees, for three years. Harold
S. Graffam, Maynard C. Ingra
ham, Sr., and Arnold A.
Mc
Pheters.
Elective Stewards: Mrs. Edward
C. Ausplund, Sr., Miss Elinor Aus
plund, Mrs. Chesley L. Cripps.
Mrs. Ernest F. Crockett, Mrs.
Henry L. Dodge. Mr. and Mrs.
Stuart B. Farnham, Mrs. Harold
S. Graffam, Mrs. E. Maynard
Graffam. Mrs. F. Vernon Kenney,
Mrs. John S. Larsen, Jr., Mrs.
Arnold McPheters, Mrs. James
Miller, Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence
Miller. Mrs. Fanny Ott, Clarence
H. Pendleton, Mrs. Eunice S.
Pressey; Mrs. Roland H. Richards,
Recording Steward; Mrs. Raymond
E. Simonton, Mrs. Annie Spear,
Mrs. Herbert Sylvester, Mrs. Etta
R. Thurston, Mrs. Emma Torrey,
Miss Marion T. Weidman, Com
munion Stewards; Miss Annie M.
Richards, Honorary Steward.
Officers are: Church School Su
perintendent, Ernest F. Crockett;
Lay Leader, Roland H. Richards.
Financial Secretary, Mrs. Ernest
F. Crockett; Treasurer of Current
Expense,
Mrs. Coleman Wood
ward; Treasurer of Benevolences,
Mrs. Clarence H. Pendleton; Pres
ident of Methodist Youth Fellow
ship, Miss Patricia Wentworth.
Commisions, elective members:
Membership
and
Evangelism,
Clarence H. Pendleton, Roland H.
Richards, Mrs. Edward Ausplund,
Sr.,
Mrs.
Coleman Woodward.
Miss Elinor Ausplund, Miss Pa
tricia Wentworth.
Education: Mrs. Henry Dodge,
Mrs. John Larsen, Jr., Mrs. Ar
nold McPheters.
Missions: Mrs. Stuart Farnham,
Mrs. Maynard Graffam, Mrs. Law
rence Miller, Mrs. Fanny Ott.
Finance: Stuart Farnham, May
nard Graffam. Mrs. Raymond L.
Simonton, Mrs. Annie Spear, Mrs.
Melville Welt.
Committees: Nominations, Pas
tor. (Rev. John Sherburne), Mrs.
James Miller, Clarence Pendleton.
Pastoral
Relations:
Ernest
Crockett, Maynard Graffam. Mrs.
John Larsen, Jr., Mrs. Roland
Richards, Miss Marion T. Weid
man.
Records and History: Mrs. Ed
ward Ausplund. Sr., Mrs. Arnold
McPheters,
Mrs. Annie
Spear.
Mrs. Emma Torrey.
Parsonage, Mrs. Raymond L.
Simonton, Mrs. Melville Welt.

The Rockland Gazette waa established in 1848. In 1874
The Courier was established and consolidated with the
Gazette in 1882. The Free Press was established in 1855, and
in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune. These papers
consolidated March 17. 1897.
Subscriptions 55. per year, payable in advance. Single
copies 5c. Circulation 6135.

EDITORIAL

LET'S GIVE THE DEVIL HIS DUE
“Last night as I lay on my pillow” (with music from
“My Bonnie Lies Over.” etc.) and actually it was not last
night but in the small hours of yesterday morning, as the
three o’clock Monday “extra” freight train made its en
trance to the Rockland yards, that one feature of the arrival
made a profound impression on us.
These diesel locomotives have a high degree of effi
ciency which is offset by the terrific power of their air horns,
and many’s the time when the crash of their whistle signals
have almost knocked us out of bed (all 200 pounds of us) and
banished sleep for hours, making us long for the soft and
mellow chimes of the old steam locomotives.
On this particular occasion it was something else again.
The law prescribes that certain blasts from the whistles of
locomotives must be made at the approach to each high
way crossing, a good regulation wisely made in the inter
est of public safety—but! There is no provision in the law
that requires the entire power of the signal to be used at
all times,—leaving something to the discretion and kindheartedness of the man at the throttle.
Such a man is Engineer Ralph Bangs who brought
in the Monday morning extra freight. He cracked the air
valve carefully and the result was not a racketing roar but
an effective though not nerve shattering warning signal,
readily heard at far off Granite Street, but in no way
offensive.

and

traditions

of

the

American

J John Dailey s woods

behind my

The statute provides that you home was soon transformed into
bring in to the Assessor a a “Vale of Tawasentha.” and I
true and perfect list of all tax- !
........
Abie property in your possession vas no e" tlian Nawadana
to date of April 1, 1953. otherwise who learned the song of Hiawatha
it will be taxed as the statute pro- from the living wild things,
vides, and any personal examina_
. .
, ..
tion of property by the Assessor
Over my schoc>1 years °f the ,n'
will not be considered as a waiver termediate grades I became so abof neglect of any person in bring- gorbed in this book that I believe
ing in a true and perfect list as i
...
, . , ,
rui
required by law
my *ather concluded I was a little
Any person who neglects to oom- “daffy;” and at one time I memoply with this notice trill be rized the entire chapter of "Hia
doomed to a tax according to the watha’s Sailing," and then came
laws of the State and be barred
of the right to make application down with the measles and could
either to the Assessor, Board of not make my recitation before
Assessment Review, or County
class-day oration exercises.
Commissioners for an; Abatement theToday
those verses are vaguely
of Taxes, unless such person offers
such list with his application and disconnected in my memory, but
satisfies tbe Assessor that he was on reading them I still can lose
unable to offer it at the time ap myself in their enchanting ro
pointed.
mance entwined with mind mir
CHEEVER C AMES.
City Assessor ages or primitive America.
Rockland, Maine, March 1. 1954.

Arthur J. Alley

Few circumstances serve to present the character
and manner of life of previous generations as does a bit
of folk lore concerning a physical object which may be seen
by the eyes of today either in whole or in part.
Some years ago the writer chanced to be riding in a
railroad coach through neighboring Lincoln County with
a friend who remarked—“That is the Butter ‘n’ Egg
Bridge”. Such an intriguing name never could pass un
questioned and thus the story ran.

Lucy
serving

See how nature and wildlife fits

She admits the job had to be
done by the trial and error meIn removing the meat, it became' thods as it was her first experience
necessary to dissemble the crusta- • with taxidermy. From all appearceans. Putting them back together ances, tAere was
little error,
properly was no task at all for though there mighthave been
Lucy comes from a family which plenty of trials in
the lengthy
jg reputed to know lobsters by process.

of

couple

|
|

took on the task of preandmounting
two
25

Clubs that are interested in book- mail or telephone (Thomaston 235).
ing games please contact Donald All games are played within the
B. Chase, Classification Officer by ( Prison Walls.

Team Is Seek
ing Games
Warden

baseball

L.

the

field

will

Prison

The town fathers viewed the ruins, looked at the fine
new bridge a half mile distant, and turned thumbs down
on replacement of the old.

Allan
that

nounces

— NOTICE —

an

The women folk huffed and they puffed and used all the
feminine wiles at their command, but these unusual men
were obdurate and their adverse decision on the new foot
bridge stood.

ASSESSORS' MEETING

strong

season.

CARPENTER

At the

The

Owl's Head Central School

and BUILDER

THURSDAY, APRIL 1
AT 7 P. M.

THOMASTON, MAINE

Avard L. Walker,
Donald E. Wiley,
Alvis It. F.pps.

The Prison aggregation is an
xious to hear from teams that de
sire games on Sundays and holU
days throughout the 1954 season.

The women folk of those days had few ways of raising
extra money except Larkin “soap orders” because each
was a housekeeper and a cook as well as a seamstress
and with the soap orders they merely swapped their own
dollars, with no new money coming in.
But one bright mind reasoned that as the men denied
them their new bridge because there was no money, they
might turn the tables and create the necessary money by
denying the men certain valuable commodities. Thus it
was that for a long stretch of time the outraged men of
the community found that no matter how great a cackling
their hens set up. apparently not an egg was laid, at least
as far as their home eating was concerned. And by the
same token, despite the fact that their cows gave down
with rich, yellow milk and the cream pans were set con
stantly, and regardless of the frequent “cheerump—
cheerump” of the churns in their milk rooms, not a
mite of butter was to be had for their home use.
Thus the “Butter ‘n’ Egg Bridge” came into being and
the ingenious idea of the courageous women folk triumphed
over masculine stubbornness, and then—as now—when the
wills of the sexes clashed—the men get the worst of it.

Francis L. Tillson

State

another

tnis

team

Robbins
Maine

team will be out to better last sea
son’s record when thc outfit com
piled a 16-2 win record against the
leading teams of the state.

TEL 178-4

37-38

102-TAS-tf

When In Need Of Appliances
Think Of Kaler’s!! !
His Motto

HUGE SAVINGS TO YOU!

LOWEST PRICES’

ABSOLUTE SATISFACTION!

BEST OF

SERVICE!

Free Delivery Anywhere In Eastern Maine

♦ » ♦ *

Butter ‘n’ Egg
undeclared war
if any liberties
facts!
In any

OUR TREMENDOUS BUYING
MUCH

event it showed the rugged individualism of the mothers of
yester-year.

Any “Butter-’n’-Egg” communications will be promptly
published .

LOWER PRICES

POWER PRODUCES

THAN

ELSEWHERE

We are franchised dealers in the CROSLEY and BENDIX lines, consisting of their famous

Electric Refrigerator lines, Automatic Washers and Dryers, the new Bendix Duomatic (the
human head in performance) washes, rinses, and dries, all automatically in one unit.

Something to brag about, and of course, KALER Sells and Installs Them.

'

' 77,

i* BOSTON ...

The entire GLENWOOD STOVE lines, electric and oil, wood and oil, gas and oil, gas and

everything you need
for your traveling
comfort and pleasure
at the

wood, dual ovens.

The HARDWICK gas and oil combinations, apartment sizes in gas and electric, a large
assortment of straight electric stoves, as well as the thrifty 30 model, the largest selling

fabulous food
at sensible prices

stove on the market.

ELECTRIC HOT WATER HEATERS, Sizes 30-40-52 Gals.

The entire YOUNGSTOWN Sink line, also the 54" special double drainboard for only $99.95.

Carly American
Setting

The TRACY STAINLESS STEEL SINK line.

I also have a few special 66 inch MURRY SINKS,
We have the GOULD, and

double bowls, two drainboards, a very low price of $139.95.

FAIRBANKS-MORSE ELECTRIC PUMPS, COPPER PIPE AND FITTINGS, BATH ROOM SETS,
both white and colored, and FITTINGS.

BOYLSTON ANO TREMONT STS.
OVEKLOOKING BOSTON COMMON

MODERATE RATES

WHIRLPOOL, SPEED-GUEEN, FAIRBANKS-MORSE ELECTRIC WASHING MACHINES. Have a
special on Fairbanks-Morse Washers, deluxe modtels, all with pumps, $99.95, the Lowest

MANDY TO THEATRES, SHORHNG AND DOWNTOWN BOSTON
BUSINESS.

S
MANAGER

*4

IH HAHTFOBD.

g

A

CONN. STOP AT THS HOTEL BOM*

INTIMATE
COCKTAIL
LOUNGE

1
j

tights and
Sweet auticl

*

Price Ever. FAIRBANKS-MORSE POWER LAWN MOWERS, BRIGGS & STRATTON MOTORS,
and anything made by Fairbanks-Morse has got ta be good.

HOME FREEZERS — Crosley, International Harvester, some of the best lines, sizes 14-18-22
cubic feet. Some good buys awaiting you on these. The best line of BREAKFAST SETS
ever displayed in Maine.

must

32-T-36

and the

ding acquaintance with most of
the c,an in the baY
The big fellows, brought up far
offshore in scallop drags, will be
on display in the restaurant.

birch panels.

Prison Baseball

♦ ♦ ♦ ♦

Who can give us more details on the
bridge—where it stands, details of the
which blight it into existence, and what,
the folk lore historians took with the

pound lobsters for Newbert’s Res-1 their first names and have a nod-

Archie

have three children.

It seems that quite some years ago the women folk who
lived on the opposite side of the body of water beside the
railroad track at this point, went to market in the village
across a town bridge close at hand. Came a heavy freshet—
and—no— bridge.

All Work and Parta Guaranteed

TEL. 151
129-T&Th-tf

daughter of Mr. and Mrs

Rackliff, she is now ’the wife

Sales and Service

125 MAIN 8T.

Mrs. Lucy Alley of Spruce Head,

known at the age of 12 as a skilled taurant two weeks ago ahd now!
wood worker, and later for her has the job dono The task involvod ,
removing the meat and preserving
abilities in the ait field, has now
the giant shells. Painting in life-:
turned to taxidermy.
like colors completed the job and |
The
former
Lucy
Rackliff. she mounted them on natural I

THE BUTTER 'N' EGG BRIDGE

RICHARDS RADIO TELEVISION

THOMASTON

Fhoto oy cullen

Mrs. Lucy Alley puts tlie finishing touches on one of t’.ic giant specimens of the lobster family which .she
has mounted for a Rockland restaurant.

Engineman Bangs—our appreciation to you for your
consideration.

,.
,. .
..
he could have done no worsp than
to give me this book, for it was
■ "The Song Of Hiawatha.’’ by
For social items ln The Courier,,,
t
Henry Wadsworth l^ngfellow.
Gazette. Phone 1944. Citv
tf
Most oldsters are familiar with
its unrhymed verse of pure legend

THURSDAY. FRIDAY,
Indian; and as a visionary grow
SATURDAY
APRIL 1, 2. 3. 1954
i ing lad I became repeatedly lost
Bpecial Notice to Executors^ Ad- in ita pages to the extent that
ministrators, Trustees or Guar'

Spruce Head Woman Turns Taxidermist

Three Times a Week

Editor John M. Richardson

TELEVISION?

ANNOUNCEMENT

We Have Them!

R.C.A. Victor, Capehart, Zenith, Emerson, Crosley and

other makes. We Install Them Anywhere. We Finance with one ef the Largest and
Best Banks hr New England, National Shawmut Bank of Boston.

The Insurance Agencies of Maurice F. Lovejoy and Elmer C. Davis have been merged.
Both Mr. Lovejoy and Mr. Davis will be active in the Agency. We wish to express our
appreciation for the business given to us in the past, and we will give you every possible
service relative to your Insurance problems in the future. We will welcome old and new
customers.

MAURICE F. LOVEJOY

■

<

ut‘

19

Harold B. Kaler
Eastern Maine's Largest Appliance Dealer

ELMER C. DAVIS
WASHINGTON, MAINE
ROOMS 209-210

PHONE 5-25

*

Open Week-Days, Sundays, Evenings and Holidays

FARNSWORTH MEMORIAL BUILDING
38-lt

36-38,

42-44 . 48-50
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Famous LecturerFree Economy Has
Explorer MacMillan Given America
Here Thursday
Highest Standards

TALK OF THE TOWN
=^=S=S

Mrs Clara W. Johnson, a long
time resident of Rockland, will
Commander Donald B. Mac
make her radio debut on WRKD Millan,
celebrated
explorer-lec
on Thursday evening at 8 o’clock. turer on the far north, will appear
Requests have been sent in to the at Community Building in a public
radio station to have her on the lecture April 1 at 8 p. m. under
‘ Guest By Request” program and auspices of the Rockland Teacher’s
it was pleased to comply.
Mrs. Association and the proceeds will
March 28-April 2—World Vision Johnson is a graduate of Emerson
be used in the groups scholarship
Conference at the First Baptist College of Oratory in Boston.
fund.

Coming Events
[Social and community eventa
are solicited for this calendar. All
are free and space here cannot be
purchased. Strictly commercial
affairs, sales, suppers, dances, can
not be accepted. The decision of
the editor is final.]
Farnsworth Day

April 1—Comdr.

Donald B. MacMil
lan to lecture at Community
Building, auspices the Rockland
Teachers' Association.

KNOX COUNTY RED CROSS
FUND

April 1—At Town Hall, Warren, 1
***• St. George, Over their
Bates Fashion Show, auspices,
quota.
Warren Woman's Club.
April 1-2—Republican State and
District Conventions in Bangor.
Red Cross is making an appeal
April 2—Methebesec Club meets
for bedding, furniture and cloth
at Farnsworth Museum.
April 2—Fifth Annual State of ing for a worthy 'amily of four
Maine Future Apprentice Com who have recently lost their home
petition State House, Augusta. and all their belongings by fire.
April 5—North Haven, Annual La The father of this family has been
dies’ Night of Baptist Men’s
ill since September and unable to
Club at Grange Hall.
April 5—Farm and Home Week work. Clothing in the following
opening at University of Maine, sizes is needed: Men’s pants, size
Orono.
38 waist; shirt size, 17; shoe size,
April 7—Farm and Home Week, 8; women’s clothing, size 16; shoes
University of Maine, Orono.
size 5% or 6; girl’s clothing, size
April 7, 8 and 9—At Warren, Lions
14, and boy’s size 14 or 16. For
Club Minstrel Show.
April 17—At Warren, Easter Can more information, or if anyone has
tata at the Baptist Church.
anything to donate to this family,
April 29—Quarterly meeting Rock please call Red Cross 1340.
land District Maine Diocesan
Council of Catholic Women, in
Seats for tonight’s Fred Farns
St. Bernard’s Parish Hall.
May 14—District meeting, Re worth supper at the Methodist
bekah Lodges District 16, Odd vestry have been exhausted.
It
Fellows Hall.
should be borne in mind that no
June 3—Rockland’s City Centen
seats will be available at the ves
nial.
try.

July 6-Aug. 13 —Summer Study
Session, University of Maine,

Orono.
July 9-10—Maine Broiler Day Fes
tival, Belfast.
Aug. 6, 7, 8—Rockland annual
Maine Seafoods
and Lobster
Festival
The Knox County Republican
Caucus in Bangor of the Republi
can State Council will be held
Thursday at 5.30 p. m. in the City
Council Chambers, Bangor City
Hall, for the purpose of electing a
state committeeman and state

Municipal Court
Allen L. Terry, USCG, paid a
fine of $10 in Municipal Court
Saturday morning after pleading
charge of speeding.

guilty to

a

Rockland

police

plainants

in the

were

the

com

which

incident

occurred on Camden street.
• * • *

Alonzo

R.

Parker

of

Belfast

appeared in Municipal Court Mon
day morning to answer to two

committeewoman and to elect the
charges rising out of an accident
county committee.
on the St. George Road March 15.

Parker

Museum Activities
Tuesday
3 p. m. Girl Scouts.
7 p. m. U. of M. history course.
7 p. m. Adult art class.
Wednesday

3 p. m. Girl Scouts

Thursday
3

p. m. Girl

Scouts.

7:30 p. m. Coast Guard Auxiliary.

Friday
2.30 p. m. Methebesec Club.
11 a. m. Rug class

charge

of

pleaded

failure

guilty
to

to

report

a
an

accident and paid $28.70 fine and
costs.

He also pleaded not guilty

to a charge of operating so as to
endanger.
He was found not

guilty of the charge when Court
Recorder
Alfred
Strout,
who
heard the case, ruled that the evidence was insufficient to support
the charge.
Parker was repre

sented by Attorney Frederick A.
Sherwood

of Belfast.

to

free

out as beacon

men

everywhere,

says The First National Bank of
Boston in the current issue of its

pensation
assumed.

for

the

Rockland Kiwanis

As Killed In

Hear Publisher
Of the C-G

Action In Korea

Guest

hazards

at

last

tor.

A brief committee meeting In
connection with the Better Home
Show, beginning Monday, followed
night’s
the regular meeting.

regular meeting of Rockland Ki

prise under the driving force of
private initiatve have far sur
passed those of any system in

wanis was John M. Richardson,
'ditor-publisher of The Courier-!

Strong Local Dele-

GazettF

nation Attended

the history of civilization.
With
less than 7 per cent of the world’s |

man Almon Young, the speaker
chose as his subject a narrative i
report of the trials and tribula-'

The achievements of free enter

Introduced

progress

has

national

going

Kenneth C. Robinson

been

shared by all groups.
For the
past tv/o decades the proportion of

chair-

MDCCW Session
More

,han

200

attended

the

Quarterly Meeting of the Maine
p'ocesan
Council
of
Catholic
Women, which was held in Ban8°r March 25 opening with Mass

Thursday

than 100 years past, shows the was designated as a special Msstart of many the demise of all ri«n Day and was observed with a
except one The Courier-Gazette.: Corporate
Communion Pilgrim-

er in this country is ten times as >

Ameria’s

program

lished in this trading area in more at st- Mary’s Church.

workman is far better equipped
with power-driven
tools.
The
electric power produced per work- 1
great as for the rest of the world
and our income is correspondingly
higher.

by

tions of a country newspaper man;
that by special request of Al
Young
I
A history of the newspapers pub-*

mau

MacMillan, one of the foremost, rewards commensurate with con
living explorers, is a grand story tributions to society. Such a sys
teller, and one of the most fascin tem provides the maximum re
ating personalities on the platform. leases
of
individual
energy
I would go many miles to hear which is the most creative force in
MacMillan any day.”
the world.
Commander
MacMillan is
a
Under a free economy the Amer
gifted speaker and noted authority ican enterprise system has given
on his subject and his movies are our people a living standard be
new and in natural colors. The yond the experience and even the
public is cordially invited to at dreams of most other countries of
tend the lecture named “North- the world. We are now in a per
Far North with MacMillan.”
iod of business adjustment. Barr

speaker

and served to tickle the fane? of
the reader and embarraaa the edi

Sergeant Kenneth C.

Robinson.

19, of Rockland, was declared dead

Founded as The Limerock Gazette
in
1846.
with
several
name ’
changes and consolidations it survived and is today flourishing as
the largest weekly newspaper in
the State of Maine, with a paid
circulation of more than 6.500.
|

The
set by
liness;
is not

age.
Breakfast was served to tha
more than 200 attending, at the
Bangor House. Mrs. Evariste La
Verdiere
of
Waterville,
Stats
President, spoke to the group
the Marian Year and said that

on

policy of the newspaper, as, this was thc first pilgrimage of
the speaker, is one of kind- the
Council
in
Maine.
Rev.
gentle and considerate.. It George W. Goudreau, Diocesan
a competitor to the daily, Director, spoke on the affiliations

em in action on March 24 by the
ployees each year has been within Army. He had been missing in ac press of either in or out of the of the Council and what has been
a narrow margin of two thirds of tion in Korea since July 6. 1953. state. In the advertising and lo- done in this respect. The prining war or any other unforeseen the total. The expansion of real following an especially severe ac cal news field it has only one com-|cipal Epeaker was Very Reverend
catastrophe, this is but an inter income of the workers has corres tion by the Seventh Division on
petitor,
that is
radio
station StpphPn j Ricc of the Holy Name
Mrs. Melvin Lawry has re lude in the long upward march of ponded very closely with increased Pork Chop Hill.
WRKD. and the speaker took the Church of Machias.
The forces productivity. In the long run, this
turned home after spending the American progress.
Robinson, who had advanced opportunity to express his deep
At the Directors Meeting, fol
past winter with her sister, Mrs. set in motion by modern technolo must be so in order that the mass from a recruit to a sergeancy in appreciation of the gentlemanly
lowing
the
Quarterly Meeting,
Alfreda Tosia of Roxbury, Mass., gy and accelerated by the war are output of our factories may be a few brief montns, was the son and fair competition offered by the
plans for the Annual Convention
and her two daughters, Mr3. irresistible. We are on the thres absorbed in consumers’ channels. of Mrs. Bessie O’Sullivan of 11 management and other personnel
at Poland Spring, May 21-22-23
Helen Sanderson and Mrs. Wil hold of the atomic age with its Furthermore, those receiving an Crescent street, Rockland.
of that station.
were made.
Representing the
limitless possibilities through re annual income under $5,000 a year
liam Sheriff of Wollaston, Mass.
He enlisted in thc Army June 19,
Interesting incidents of technical
Rockland District were the fol
search
for
the
preservation
of
our
Mrs. Stella Lawry has returned
in the aggregate account for about 1952. his 18th birthday. He was progress of the plant, relationship
lowing: Mrs. Domenic P. Cucci
home after spending the past win national security and for higher two thirds of total net income af called to service in September of with employees, public, readers
nello, president, Mrs. J. Donald
living
standards
everywhere.
In

that
year
and
trained
at
Camp
ter in Boston.
and advertisers and neighboring
ter taxes and represent about the
Coughlin,
Mrs.
Herman
Carr,
Mrs. Sidney Carter and Mrs. vention and science will march on, same proportion of total consumer Devens and Indiantown Gap in newspapers all were related. John
Mrs. Sebastian Groder, Rockland,
Pennsylvania, arriving in Korea in Richardson particularly expressed
Bernard
Brow
and
daughter and we must make the necessary spending.
A student at a his esteem of the loyal staff, in the Mrs. Evelyn Hughes, Mrs. Pa
There is no end to
Brenda were in Waterville Thurs adaptations.
In the course of a century, the March of 1953.
progress as human wants are in average working time per week non-commissioned officers’ school front office, in thc back shop, as tricia Sullivan, Mrs. Alice Dough
day.
erty. Mrs. Dorothy Morong, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. William Gilchrist satiable and can be fulfilled at an has been cut nearly in half. In in Korea, he led his class and was well as in the downstairs press
Emma
Windvand.
Mrs.
Rita
and son Billie were in Lewiston encouraging rate if we but use consequence, there are now many made a sergeant shortly after he room, who in the past have met
all emergencies and who are quali-| ' oun&- Mrs. Loretta Morton, Mrs.
entered
combat.
the
instruments
of
creation
and
Thursday.
more hours of leisure for the enRepeated efforts of the family to fled and willing to meet anything Mildred Melchlng. Mrs. Elizabeth
Ralph Winchenpaw spent the the vast storehouse of accumu enjoyment of the fruits of labor.
Johnson. Mrs. Rose Reed, Mrs.
gain
any information after he wa” that might occur in the future.
lated
knowledge
at
our
command.
weekend with his family in Au
Facilities for recreation have in
Sarah Bagley, Maj. Olive P.
listed
as
missing
in
action,
was
The
school
and
the
farm
pages
The achievement of American creased manyfold in the course of
gusta.
Shadie, Miss Gertrude Howard,
Mrs. Alice Mank of Rockland industry in peace and in war is a the last thre^ decades. The total fruitless. Though the Army was of The Courier-Gazette are the en
Mrs. Mary Holton, Mrs. Margaret
co-operative,
they
had
no
more
vy
of
all
other
weekly
newspapers
spent the weekend with her par tribute to the resourcefulness, in amount spent for personal recrea
information than the family, other in the state, according to the Conley, Mrs. Florence Carr, Mrs.
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Albion Wotton. genuity, and know-how of Ameri tion in 1952 was nearly $12 billion,
than to know that he had failed to speaker, and he recited some of Rose Leo, Miss Pauline Leo, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Winchen can business enterprise. Despite a threefold increase over 1929, ac
return from action in which heavy the reasons for the editorial policy Gertrude Galanti, Mrs. Connie
paw and family have moved into the terrific strain under which our cording to the Department of Com
losses were sustained by his di that emphasizes these two activi Milliken, Mrs. Brooks, Mrs. Sadie
economy
has
been
forced
to
oper

the Olive Noyes house at Friend
merce.
Watterson of Camden.
vision.
ties.
ate, it has demonstrated great
ship village.
By maintaining our freedom in
He leaves his parents Mr. and
Mr. Richardson closed his brief
Walter Coito of Saco spent the vitality and flexibility, with no all segments of our society, and
Mrs. John O’Sullivan; three sis but most interesting speech with
weekend with Mr. and Mrs. War signs of the decadence that has holding firmly to the fundamental
ters. Mrs. Raymond Kennedy and a recital of some of the more hu
been proclaimed in some quarters. principles that have made this
dell McFarland.
Penny and Gloria Sullivan, all of morous “slips in the night,” er
The American enterprise sys country great, the economic and
Mr. and Mrs. William Pottle
Rockland.
Also,
grandparents. rors that got by the proof readers
tem is strong and dynamic be social strength of America can
were in Waldoboro Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. John Robinson and
cause there are around four mil- continue to grow.
Mrs. Edna Critch of Rockland, Rev. Melvin C. Dorr officiating.
(ilmhil,
CARD OF THANKS
lion independent business units,
and several other close relatives Interment at Mountain View’ Cem
I wish to thank all my friends
under the driving force of private
in the city.
and relatives, for cards gifts and
etery.
all their kindnesses shown me initiative, competing in a free
Those
bundled
newspapers
which
market
to
provide
for
the
ever
during my long illness; also the
nurses at Knox Hospital, Dr. Den higher living standards of the Am serve a hundred useful purposes,
nison,. Owl’s Head Grange, St. erican people.
are available, though in short
MRS. MARTHA A. M. HEATH
George Grange, friends of Knox
Enduring economic progress de supply, at The Courier-Gazette of
and Limerock Valley Pomonas,
Martha
Agnes
Montgomery
fice. Six pound bundles of print
The Beaverettes, and the neigh pends upon a free market. Our
Heath, 80, a resident of South Hope
ed
papers
15c
per
bundle.
Six
bors while I was a bed patient at system operates on the basis of
for many years, died at Camden,
home. It’s nice to know you have spontaneous and unconscious co pound bundles of unprinted plain
March 27.
such good and kind friends.
It
operation bought about by the ex white news papers, 25c per bundle.
The deceased w’as born at Rock
vvas gratefully appreciated.
118-tf
change of goods and services
Mrs. David W. Mann.
land July 18, 1873. the daughter of
which is automatically regulated
Spruce Head, Me.
Emerson H. and Laura Merrifield
by prices and profits. The amount
Montgomery.
CARD OF THANKS
of goods and services to be off
Those surviving are: One son,
We wish to thank sincerely all
the neighbors and friends w’ho ered, as well as compensation
Raymond Wooster of Rockland’
gave us the jolly housewarming therefor, is essentially determined
two daughters, Mrs. Myrtle Cassi
and purse.
by competitive conditions in the
dy of Owl’s Head and Mrs. Doris
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Over- market place, under the flexibili
Merrifield of South Hope; also 19
lock.
grandchildren, 38 great grandchil
CALL
1 3 7 1 - for Heat Pocked
Warren, Maine.
38-lt ty afforded by the free market
which assures that necessary sup
dren and one great-great grand
RANGE AND FUEL OIL
IN MEMORIAM
plies will be made available at a
child.
In loving memory of John Wat fair price. Every day the Ameri
Funeral services w’ere held Mon
ling, who passed aw’ay March 30,
can consumer casts his ballot, and
day at 2.30 p. m. from the Gilbert
1953.
C. Laite Funeral Home, Camden.
Wife, Erdine Watling; son, Ern the results are rung up in the cash
est Watling.
*
38*lt register. If a firm does not meot
with consumer favor, its business
OF THANKS
shrinks and eventually ceases to
I wish to thank Dr. Jameson,
the other doctors and nurses for exist.
their kindness to me during my
Management plays the predomi
stay in the hospital. I also wish nant role under a private en
to thank friends for their cards
terprise system. Upon its willing
and flowers and also Marguerite
Chapter. O.E.S. for the bouquet of ness and ability to take risks and
roses.
Clyde Bickford.
assume responsibility for profit
Vinaihaven, Maine.
38-lt able operations depends the wel
income

to

LAWRY

Read The Courier-Gazette

Obituary

BORN

Meier—At Toledo, Ohio, Feb. 22,
to Mr. and Mrs. Howard Meier
(Lucille Durette), a daughter—
Julie Rose.
Burgess—At Vinaihaven. March
9.30 a. m. Children’s Art Class.
26. to Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Bur
The
average
man
can see gess, a daughter—Pamela Grace.
Hurd—At North HaVen, March
through an idea—the go-getter sees
28. to Mr. and Mrs. William Hurd
the idea through.
(Corrise
Gillis),
a
daughter—
Sarah Ellen, (weight 6% lbs).
3 p. m. Girl Scouts.

7.30 p.m. Theatre Guild.
Saturday

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY

lights

only 5 per cent over the past two
decades, and this is small com

Robinson Listed

I population, the United States ac
j counts for more than 40 per cent
‘‘If you want an interesting constituted the historical faith of of the world’s goods and national
While this outstanding
i speaker, a
with unusual pic- America and have been the mani- j income.
I tures, don’t mis&Commqrffffer Mac fest destiny of mankind
The performance may be attributed to 1
Millan! Ever£**organizatk>n■'in the basic concept of the American sys- I several factors, the predominant
country should book him. His new tern is unique in that it ’•evolves one is that, as compared with tho
pictures
are
marvelous.
And around individual freedom, with rest of thc world, the American I

j

$11,500.00
3.500.00

Quota,
Raised to Date,

opportunity stand

New England Letter. Continuing,
the Banks says, These critical
Lowell Thomas says of the lec ‘times call for a renewal and refreshment of the ideals that have
ture—

Church.

March 30—Fred
in Rockland

At the dawn of a new year the
American ideals of freedom and

prospect of profits. The average
net return on capital investment
for all manufacturing enterprise
in this country has been around

MARRIED

38*lt

Dinsmore - Ingerson At Rock
LIGHT Blue Parakeet lost Sat
urday in the vicinity of Grace St. land. March 19. Percy S. Dins
Very tame. TEL. 125-W.
38’lt more of Rockland and Mildred C.
Ingerson of Rockland, by Rev.
HOUSEKEEPER
wanted
to Merle Conant.
care for one child while mother
Thorndike-Glad—At
Hartford,
works. Call BARBARA NELSON
Conn.,
Feb . 26,
Sgt.
Robert
Tel, 1738._______________________ 38-40 Thorndike of Thomaston and Joy
FOUR-Room Unfurnished Apt. Glad of St. George.
with bath to let.
Hot and cold
water
furnished.
Adults
pre
DIED
Perry — At South Weymouth,
ferred. TEL. 436-W.
38-40
CHILD S Clothing for sale, size Mass., March 28, Medora Angela
7 years, coat, hat, dress, bag, etc. Perry of Waldoboro, formerly of
TEL. 63-M.
38-40 Rockland, age 64 years. Funeral
today (Tuesday) at 2 p. m. from
ANTIQUE Pine Commode (dry the Waltz Funeral Home, Waldo
sink I lift top for sale. Good con boro.
Interment in Sea View
dition.
Tel. 44-W3.
MRS. Mc- Cemetery, Rockland.
CLAINE.
38’lt
Robinson—Killed in action in
AFRICAN Geese for sale, hatch Korea, no date given by the Army.
ing eggs and breeders, also ban Reported missing in action July
tams. C. H. WALES, Tel. Thom 6.
1953.
Sergeant Kenneth
C.
aston 387-31.
38"40 Robinson, U. S. A. of Rockland,
Telephone 830, or see Frank A.
age 19.
Heath—At Camden. March 27. Wheeler about “Special Coverage”
GAME PARTY
Martha Agnes Montgomery Heath, for your automobile insurance.
resident of South Hope, age 80
years.
Funeral Services were
At
held Monday at 2.30 p. m. from
PUBLIC HEARING NOTICE
the Gilbert C. Laite
Funeral
The Water Improvement Com
Home,
Camden.
Rev
Melvin mission. pursuant to the require
Auspices Knights of Columbus
Dorr officiating.
Interment at ments of R.S. 1944, Chapter 27, as
Mountain View Cemetery.
amended, (the stream classifica
tion law) will hold a public hear
CARDS OF THANKS
ing at 10 a. m. on April 8, 1954,
I wish to thank all my friends- in the Town Hall, Waldoboro.
neighbors and relatives for their Maine, for the purpose of receiv
many cards, gifts and flowers, ing recommendations from inter
also for their many acts of kind ested persons to guide the Com
ness. Special Thanks to Dr. Rob- mission in its proposals to the
bert Meehan of Rockland, Forget next Legislature for classification
Me Not Chapter and Wessawes of the w’aters listed below. Copies
keag Grange of South Thomaston, of the law may be obtained from
for their Beautiful Plants, also, the Secretary, Water Improve
Established 1830
Dr. Hotzler, Dr. Bowers, Dr. ment Commission. Department of
Petri, My Special Nurses and the Health
AMBULANCE SBtVICE
and Welfare,
Augusta,
Nurses of Osteopathic Hospital of Maine.
TEL. 390
Portland during my recent stay
The Medoipak River and its
110 LIMEROCK STREET
there.
tributaries above tidewater in the
ROCKLAND. MAINE
Mrs. Lawrence Steeves
counties of Knox, Waldo, and
So. Thomaston, March 29, *54
Lincoln in the towns of Liberty,
Appleton. Washington, Union, Jef
ferson. and Waldoboro.
Clifford G. Chase. Chairman.
Water Improvement Commission.

MARITIME OIL CO.

14-tf

CARD

32-T-tf

EVERY FRIDAY
7.30 P. M.
TOWER ROOM
COMMUNITY BUILDING
10-TATh-M

IS

BURPEE
Funeral Home

38-lt

Our homelike

funeral home
appointed to accommo

date large and small

fare of all.

Since it serves in the

capacity of trustee for the com
mon good, it should be provided

It's A

with a favorable climate and free

Plymouth Shoe

functions under its direction may

be performed for the best interests
of all.
To provide the industrial facili

ties necessary for our high living
standards calls for huge invest
ment.

More than $1500 billion has

been spent for this purpose in the

post-war period.

PHONE 563-R
ROCKLAND TRAVEL BUREAU
75-T-tf

I Have bought from the Nelson & Small Inc. of Portland, Maine, their entire stock of

In Shell Cordovan

gatives in order that the essential

A

Sturdy Stout Seamed
Plain Toe Shoe.
Built By Quality Shoemakers
To Give Exceptional
Comfort and Service.
Better Buy By Plymouth

A

$15.95

For every work

er in this country there is an av
erage capital investment of $10,000

OTHER PLYMOUTH SHOES

1953 BENDIX ELECTRIC REFRIGERATORS and ELECTRIC STOVES - OVER TWO BOX CARS
IN ALL — The largest single purchase I ever made, and the largest purchase ever made

in this community by any dealer,

8,

ALL TO BE SOLD BY ME FOR ABOUT 30% LESS THAN LIST PRICES. These are
9, IB,
13 Cubic Foot Boxes, Lots of Self Defrosters. AT ALMOST ANY PRICE FOR YOUR PURSE
AND PURPOSE! THE ELECTRIC STOVES are DELUXE MODELS, To Be SOLD FOR 30% ef er
LESS, LIST PRICES.

$10.95 to $12.95

Now is the time to Trade the Old Refrigerator, or buy at these TERRIFIC LOW PRICES!
Through my large buying power, you are certainly making the savings of year life-time.

always involves the possibility of

GREAT NORTHERN

All you need is 10% Down Payment to have one of these Beautiful Refrigerators de

loss, and no business can afford

$7.95 to $10.95

in machinery,
equipment, and
plant. The investment of capital

livered to your home, guaranteed fully for five long years by the Bendix Corp.

for long to incur risks without the

YOU ALWAYS SAVE, SAVE, SAVE, and then SAVE at KALER’S - Eastern Maine's Largest
Appliance Store. All of the above will be financed by the best bank in New England,

FLORSHEIM
CARD OF THANKS

$17.95 to 519.95

The National Shawmut Bank of Boston.

Mrs. Ernest Heath.

38*lt

Delivery

Anywhere in

Eastern Maine.

BOYS' SHOES

$5.95 to $7.95

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank our friends
and neighbors and all for flowers
and expressions of sympathy and
assistance during our recent be
reavement.
Myrtle Cassidy, Doris Merri
field, Raymond Wooster, Mr. and

Free

Low Prices, Service and Perfect Satisfaction.

38-lt

Plane and Hotel
Reservations

Gigantic Low Prices Will Feature
Tremendous Sale. Lowest Prices
Ever Dreamed Of !!!

dom to exercise its proper prero

We wish to express our sincere
thanks to our
many
friends,
neighbors and relatives for the
kind expressions of
sympathy
-37-38
shown us during the loss of our
loved one.
Family of the late Rodney S.
Davis.

gathering*.

(iHVISlUNtRRlHOHES

Kaler Makes Terrific Deal!

OFFINS
38-lt I

Harold B. Kaler
WASHINGTON, MAINE

TELEPHONE 5-25

Open Week-Days, Sundays, Evenings and Holidays
38-38, 42-44, 40-00

Rocklond Coorier-Gaiett*. Tuesday, March 30, 1954

WARREN

USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS

ALENA L 8TARRETT
Correspondent

INEXPENSIVE - EFFECTIVE

Telephone 41

FOR SEILING, BUYING, RENTING SERVICES
HERE’S HOW LITTLE IT COSTS
Advertisement* In this column not to exceed three lines inserted
once lor SO cents, three times, one dollar. Additional lines 10
rents each for each line, half price each additional time used.
Five small words to a line.
Special Notice: All “blind ads” so called, 1. e., advertisements
which require the answers to be sent to The Courier-Gaiette
office for handling, cost 25 rents additional.
A name should appear on all classified ads to secure best result*.
Those with phone nr street number only are not advised.
ALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH

No classified ads will be accepted without the cash and no book
keeping will be maintained for these ads.
ALL MUST BE PAID FOR

a* received except from firms or individuals maintaining regular
account* with The Courier-Gaiette. Count the Word*—Five to a

WANTED

FOR SALE

34
BLACK Iron
Kitchen Range
CASH buyers were interested in
with oil burners for sale; very
the
ranch
house
I advertised last
good baker.
Priced reasonable.
Can be seen at 4 Fl'LTON ST., week; 33 are still looking for 4-6
any time.
38*lt room homes at $7000 or less. If
your’s Is for sale, call me first
VENETIAN Blinds for sale. then call your mover! Have many
27x46.
TEL. 406-R.
38’40 inquiries for building lots and
What do you
SOUND Kodascope Movie Pro homes on shore.
Call PAUL HURLBURT
jector. For details, contact AGRI have?
Camden
CULTURAL EXTENSION SERV Whitehall Realty Co..
38-40
ICE. Post Office Building, Rock 2651.
land
Tel. 1111.
38-40
HAVE your Fur Coat repaired

BUS for sale. Perfect for camp
or diner: 30 ft. long, 8*4 ft. wide.
Motor good. Drive it away at a
price.
Details TEL. 523 after
3 p. m.
38-40
WOOD-Sawing Machine for sale
or trade.
A.
WEBBER.
Tel.
1415-W.
37*39

ONE extremely well-built 16-ft
Launch for sale, inboard motor,
reasonable. Write to BOAT. Box
296. Camden. Me.
37tf

LARGE Bedroom Set of French
w’alnut for sale; 97 Union St. TEL.
970-M.
37-39
" STUDIO Couch for sale
TEI?

484-M.

36*38

before you store it for the sum
mer. No machine work, all care
fully done by hand, also Men’s
and Ladies' alterations.
Make
coat and dresses new. WALKER'S
TAILOR SHOP, 427 Main St

35-T-tf
EXPERIENCE Unnecessary:
Operate your own business from
your home without capital invest
ment. Car or light truck needed
to service customers.
Demand
for Watkins Products steadily in
creasing through National Adver
tising. Income of $5000 and more
possible first year. Write J. R.
WATKINS CO.. Box 367-R, Dept.
JD, Newark. N. J.
35“T-38

of

EIGHT Tons
baled Hay for
WOMEN wanted, your age is no
ROBERT CLARK, ATTI- handicap, service Avon custom
CUS Hill, Thomaston.
36-38 ers in your neighborhood.
Earn
HEYWOOD
Wakefield
Baby good money in your spare time.
Carriage for aale. Excellent con Representatives wanted in Rock
dition $30. TEL. 134-W.
36*38 land. Thomaston, North Haven.
ESTEY Player Piano for aale. Liberty, Owl’s Head and Hope.
and elec. Range. JOHNSON. Ill | Write MRS. RUSSELL JOHNSON.
Pleasant St.
350 Augusta Rd., Waterville, Me.
37*42
THE New Kenway and Liberty [
YOUNG
Woman
would
like
Boat* now on display. Don't buy
your boat until you've seen these someone for company 5 days wk..
new models. Immediate delivery. in exchange for room and board.
D. HEALD. "Next The Village No housework. No objection to 1
Green," Camden, Me.
33-38 child. Write "FAITH." c/o The
Courier-Gazette.
37*39
COMFORT and economy with
the best Aluminum Combination
CHILDREN wanted to care for
Windows and Doors on the mar-1 days while mother works.
Low
ket. Aluminum Porch Enclosures. wages.
MRS. LETA OTT. 666
All reasonably priced, expertly in Main St.
37*39
stalled.
Also agent for Johns'
Manville
Rockwool
Insulation. |
TIME NOW FOR
Terms. Phone 1503 or see E. T
LONG. 113 Camden street.
330 YOUR EASTER PERMANENT at

sale

W.

PIPE FOR SALE

VAULIEN'S

Black
and
galvanized.
All
BEAUTY SHOP
sizes, low prices
BICKNEIJ
Camden
Phone 8158
MFC. CO, Lime St.
22tf 35 Elm St.

ONE used Glenwood Dual Oil
-nd Gas Range for sale McLOON
HOME AND AUTO SUPPLY. II
Park St.
1420
ALUMINUM Combination Storm
Windows, for sale Eagle picher,
triple slide, self storing. Guaran
teed by Good Housekeeping. HOW
ARD KENNISTON. 29 Gay St. Tel.
441-J._______________ 1180
BABY Parrakeets. pull Une of
parrakeet foods and mineral
health grit. GRACES GARDENS.
Mrs Charles A. Swift, 9 Booker
St.. Thomaston. Tel. 374.
77tf
Venetian Blinds—Window Shade*
All Colors and Style*
Free Installation and estimate*
Tel. 969. UNITED HOME 6UPPLY
OO.. 579 Main St., City
ltf
RUBBER STAMPS
ANY SIZE
On Order at
THE COURIER-GAZETTE

LOST AND FOUND
AIREDALE,
black
and tan.
found, March 28. by Camden Po
lice Dept
Right rear leg been
amputated.
TEL. Camden 651
_____________ ____
36-40

Lady’s Glasses in light plastic
frame. The legend "Cheney and
Staff’ is on the case. Will the
finder please TEL. Rockland 915?
36-3*

38* lt

PRACTICAL Nurse or capable
Woman wanted to aid in the care
of middle-aged woman, not bed
ridden and not mental, yet not
wholly responsible. Good home,
excellent
conditions,
congenial
family, near Rockland.
No ap
preciable
housework
expected.
Woman who will stay with the per
son nights, urgently needed. Should
be remembered this is not an in
valid who needs nursing care,
merely
considerate
attention.
Good pay.
Write
“CAPABLE
WOMAN.” Post Office Box. 499,
Rockland.
37*39
A BICYCLE in running order is
urgently needed by a boy in order
for him to take a job offered him,
and a job he needs. If any per
son has a used bicycle of adult
size that can be made available
through a reasonably low pur
chase price or gift they will be
doing a good turn to a really de
serving boy.
Write J.M.R., c/o
The Courier-Gazette or Tel. 770
37*39

WANTED to rent, a 6 or more
room House within 15 miles of
Rockland.
WILLIAM H COPE
LAND. Thomaston, Me., R.F.D 1.
36*38

HOUSEWORK wanted by the
hour, or day.
MRS. ARLENE
HALL, 21 Knox St.. Thomaston.
36*38
EXPERIENCED Tire Salesman
wanted.
Write
D., c/o The
Courier-Gazette.
36-38

M.

MAN with car, wanted, to sell
subscriptions to farm paper; lib
eral commission. State age, time
BABY Chicks for sale, Maine'
available.
3
referencea.
THE
U S. Approved Pullorum Clean RURAL NEW YORKER, 333 W
High livability and egg producing |
30th St., N. Y. C. 1.
36-38
strain. Never had any tremors
WANT
a
$75
a
week
Commission
Small lots of pullets, at times, up
to 19 days old for day-old price. or better full time job. calling on
Cockerels every week.
BYRON farmers and families in small
towns?
Farm
and
Household
MILLS. Waldoboro. Tel. 2-9334.
380 supplies. Just the part-time job
too. for persons on pension or so
CLEMENTS
CHICKS.
Hard),
cial
security
Car necessary.
“Maine-Bred” to increase your egg
or meat profits.
Red’ Rocks Write DEPT D-l, P. O Box 102.
Meredith N. H.
35-40
(Black
Pullets).
Rhode
Island
Reds. Barred Rocks. White Leg
TWO Salesladies
wanted
at
White
Rocks, Dominant GONIA’S.
Permanent position.
While
Rock - New
Hampshire References requited.
350
Crosses, Sex-Link Cockerels. MaineOLD
Wooden
Painted
Com
U. S
APPROVED
PULLORUM
For a limited
OLEAN.
Order Early—Write for modes wanted.
price*
CLEMENTS
CHICKS. time I will pay $7.50 each tor
INC,, Route 33, Winterport. Me.
the lift-top type in good condition.
I also buy all kinds of old furniture
and dishes and will pay good
prices for them. W. J. French,
10 High St., Camden. Tel. 759.
30-88

EGGS & CHICKS

horns,

A

MISCELLANEOUS

BICYCLES, bought, sold, re
paired,
painted,
tires,
parts.
RAYES CRAFT SHOP, Prescott
St.
37*46

CLAMS wanted. Top price*.
SIMS' LOBSTER POUND, Spruce
Head.
128tf
IP you want the bet* auto body

.

,

BA„D F-OfLs.„„.

Af* i onr Floors Beyond Repair"

ssfsiss sni.'SSc

Rockland

47tf

Don't any yes until vou have called - ----------------------------------------------

UNITED HOME SUPPLY CO.1 DONT discard your old or
SL Rotary

TeL 939
■■ 1 ■1

Rockland ,

antique furniture.

Mary’ Creamer, excellent senior;
Mrs. Alice Peabody, exce’lent jun
ior. Mrs. Shirley Bowley. man
ager,
Mrs.
Mildred
Gammon. |
treasurer; Mrs. Helen Searle. pro-1

Call B. JOHN

: NEWMAN for restoring and reH-T-tf! finishing; 49 Maaonlc BL Tel.
1106-M.
ltf

Greaton Looks
For Increased
Tourist Traffic

McLoon Orders 80 Foot Steel Tanker

tector. and Mrs. Gertrude Weaver,
guard.
Miss Doris Hyler, secre
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Pendle tary-elect. was noi present for in
ton, Sr. and children Dorothy, stallation.
Mrs Edith Wyllie, of Mayflower
Nancy, Benjamin and Daniel mo
tored to Boston Monday where Temple, presided during the instal
they will visit with Raymond lation.
Mrs. Clara Leach, in behalf of
Pendleton, Jr. a student at Gor
don College of Theology' and Mis the Temple, presented the past
sions. and Mrs. Helen Locklin. a chief’s pin to Mrs. Lillian Sim relative.
They will return home mons. who is serving her second
year in the chair as most excellent
toda.v (Tuesday).
Miss Doris Hyler is visiting Mrs. chief.
Mrs. Simmons presented gifts to
Nina
Davis
in
Framingham.
the installing officer and her aides '
Mass.
Mrs. Wyllie, who presided to the
Mr. and Mrs. William P. Thomas
and son. William. Jr. of Mars Hill, officers, who served with her last
were Friday caller* at the homejyear’ a
to Larry and Barry Jenkins. twin sons ol Mr. and Mrs
of Mr. and Mrs. Frank D. Rowe. |
i Raymond Jenkins, who with NorThe Riverside Club will meet
at the Congregational Chapel. Wed-i' ma Gammon, were flower bearers.

Maine’s 1954 recreational travel

advertising

campaign is

in "full

swing” with early returns showing
a "marked

increase" of interest

in Maine vacation over last year
when it was estimated that a rec
ord $200,000,000 was spent In the
slate by visitors. Everett F. Grea
ton. Maine Development Commis
sion executive director said today.
The state’s campaign employs
51
metropolitan
newspapers —
seven in Canada, and 11 national
magazines. Newspapers hear the

brunt of the selling job in the pri
mary
market
where most of
Maine’s
visitors
come
from,
roughly east of the Mirsissippi.
About $75,000 will be spent.
"We have relied on this formula
nesday night for a box social. In ^or
ceiemon>
Visitors were present from May
for 26 years and have been re
charge of the arrangements are
flower Temple of Thomaston.
warded by
steadily increasing
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Smith, and
Mrs. Mildred Starrett was chair
business.
We constantly check
Mr and Mrs. David White.
man of the refreshment commitmedia for inquiry returns and for
Officers Installed
! tec assisted bv Mrs. Helen Searle.
actual business acquired and wc
Mrs. Clara Leach was installed i Mrs
Dorig jenkins.
and Mrs.
feel sure that our present program
past chief, and Mrs. Lillian Sim- Clara Leach
is bringing Main? citizens the ut
mons. most excellent chief, of
most in results for the dollar
Crescent Temple, No. 1, P. S.. Fri
spent.
Maine is the oldest and
day night, at a semi-public cere
most consistent of the states in the
mony. by Mrs. Dorothy Douglas,
matter of travel adverising and
district deputy grand chief, and
MRS. RENA CROWELL
we have benefited greatly from
Correspondent
aides of Yarmouth.
the cumulative effect of this long
Telephone Temple 2-9261
Other officers seated were, Mrs.
range campaign,” Greaton stated
Barring a recession, Greaton
The A. C. McLoon Company, distributors of Shell petroleum products along the coast, has ordered
Mrs. Elroy Gross was in Port an 80 foot steel tanker from Blount Marine Corporation in Warren, R. I. She will replace the company’s said that he expected that Maine
venerable Narmada. The new craft will be laid down May 1 and launched by July 15. She will measure would have another excellent rec
land Saturday.
80 feet in length anti will have a beam of 21 feet and draw an estimated eight feet of water. Power will
FOR SALE
reational travel year.
Four rooms and fireplace on Mrs. Calvin Bragg, Sr. has gone be supplied by a 270 horsepower Caterpillar diesel engine which will drive her close to 10 miles an hour.
Vacationers will have a greater
first floor, three-rooms and bath to New Ruth, Nev.. to visit her Her tank hold capacity will he between 50 and 60 thousand gallons.
The above picture is of a eraft built by Blount for a Niearaugran molasses and sugar firm. The choice of accommodations than
on second. Central heat and some daughter, Mrs. Nathaniel Collins
McLoon boat will be identical, except that the mast w il be moved forward. Master of the new boat will
hardwood floors. Excellent neigh
ever this year with many new
and family.
be Capt. Henry Lurvey, who now commands the Narmada.
borhood. $6500.
motels and other roadside over
Mrs. Elsie Mattson of Milton,
On Route 1 a nice six-room house
night places available while ho
small barn and poultry building Mass., has been in town for a few Donald Perry of Rockland.
abeth Ames, daughters Elizabeth.
tels and sporting camps have in
on two acres. Central heat, bath
Funeral services will be con Ann and Ervena Ames. Invited but
days.
many case* cither enlarged or im
and plenty of water, $5300.
ducted by Rev. Ernest O. Kenyon, unable to attend were: Nina and
(Continued from Page Two;
Mrs. Frances Creamer took a
A very attractive Cape Cod on
proved. Greaton said.
of Rockland at the Waltz Funeral Jeannette Young, Dorothy and Di
100 acres. All modern improve group of ladies to Portland Fri
By the pleasant water-courses,
ments. Lovely view, large shade day to attend the "Do It Yourself' Home at 2 p. m. Tuesday. Inter ane Bunker. Verna and Keithie
AMERICAN EAGLE FIRE
j Dwelt the singer. Nawadaha.
trees, fields, woodlot and blue
ment will be in Seaview Ceme Ames, Statie Philbrook and Ida- Round about the Indian Village
INSURANCE CO.
berry land.
Detached barn for Exposition.
80 Maiden ljuie. New York, 38
tery. Rockland.
Mae Carey.
, Spread the
meadows and the
The regular meeting of the Par
poultry or stock. Well located on
New York
cornfields.
main road.
ent-Teachers’ Association will be
ASSETS. DEC. 31. 1953
i And beyond them stood the forest.
A nice 7-room house on 95 acres. held Thursday in the High School
$21,145,274.00
1 Stood the grove of singing pine- Bonds,
Barn, blueberry land and woodlot.
Stocks.
29.359.560.00
A birthday party was held for
trees,
Building with Mrs. Esther Long,
Well located on hardtop road.
7.019,617.16
Green in summer, white in winter Real Estate Owned.
district public health nurse as Sherman Gifford by his parents,
$4000.
MRS FLORENCE CALDERWOOD j Ever sighing, ever singing.”
Cash and Bank
Mr. and Mrs. Thurlow Gifford on
Poultry
farms
in
Warren. guest speaker.
Correspondent
Deposits,
3.641 319.59
Washington and Waldoboro. Glad
Telephone 10-24
The Central Maine Beagle Club Saturday evening, March 20; 25
Agents’ Balances or Unto furnish description and prices.
collecfed Premiums. 3.497,737.94
W’hen I had been gone all day,
will hold its fifth annual licensed friends and relatives were pres
Some nice oceanfront lots on a
1.851.579.76
ent.
Sherman
received
many
perhaps on the side of Camden Other Assets.
pretty wooded shore. Variety of field trials in Waldoboro on April
Mrs. Iza Mank who visited her
mountain or along the shores of
3 and 4 there will be an entry list f'*1'’"
All had a happy time.
location, size and price.
Total Assets.
$66,315,088.45
sister-in-law. Mrs. Mabie Cross ln
Mrs. Elizabeth Prior and Heber
See F. H. WOOD, Court House. of over 50 beagles and should
Sherman’s Point, I rarely came
LIABILITIES, SURPLUS, AND
Washington several days has re
38-39
Poland are ill this week with
home and told my father what I
OTHER FUNDS
prove interesting.
turned to her home.
$4,702,474.40
NEW LISTINGS
colds and distemper.
had seen.
But before bedtime Reserve for Losses.
Miss
Medora
Angela
Perry
Mrs. Bessie Carroll has returned
COLONIAL. Town water, bath.
School closed here Friday for
mother always found time to listen Reserve for Los* Ad
justment Expenses.
341,660 00
3 acres. Needs repair. $3800.
Miss Medora Angela Perry, 64, two weeks’ vacation. Mrs. Mains, home after spending a few weeks closely to m.v experiences.
Reserve for Un
COLONIAL. 2 acres. Needs re
died Sunday in a hospital in South the teacher, is spending her vaca with attended the Flower Show in
earned Premiums, 18.932.303.72
pair, $3200
What a thrill it was to find the
Boston.
Reserve for Taxes,
712.800.00
CHICKEN FARM. 104 acres, Weymouth. Mass. She A’as born tion with her son and family, the
I same small habits of which Long
The floors in the Seven Tree
All Other Liabilities.
1.316.702.21
good 8-rm. home. Barn set up for in Rockland Dec. 16, 1890. the Sheldon Mains at South Casco.
fellow had written, among the
1800 laying hens and 3 cows. Exc daughter ef the late Richard and
Lettie Prior is spending this Grange Hall Ante rooms, kitchen birds and animals which I saw.
Total Liabilities,
$26,005,940.33
condition and exc. income, $6400
Medora Prescott Perry.
weekend
with her daughter and and dining hall are bright and
$99,659 25
COUNTRY Home. Scenic loca
In
Hiawatha’s
childhood
he* Special Surplua Funds.
shinning
with
a
fine
coat
of
paint
She
was
a
retired
telephone
op

family, the Clayton Dolloffs. at
Capital Paid Up or
tion, water on 3 sides; 2 large
wrote—
Methodist prayer service Wed
Statutory Deposit,
5,000.000.00
bedrooms. 114 baths. Auto, heat; erator and had worked in the lo Damariscotta.
2-car garage with overhead doors: cal office in Waldoboro for 34
nesday evening at the home of Up the oak-tree, close beside him, Unassigned Funds
Sprang the squirrel. Adjidaumo,
(surplus),
36.409.488.87
50 acres. $7500. A-l.
years. She was affiliated with the
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Wallace.
In and out among the branches,
Surplus as Regards
GUEST
HOUSE.
Beautifully
Episcopal Church in Rockland, and
Lieutenant Philip Bryer and t Coughed and chattered from the
Policyholders.
$40,509,148.12
Mrs. Carrie Ripley attended the
built. 216 story. 464 baths. 5 fire
oak-tree.
places. Over 200,000 sq. feet, lot was a member of Good Luck Re Flower Show in Boston and visited Miss Shirley Hersey of Southwest
Laughed and said between his
Total.
$66,515,088.45
In best residential section.
bekah Lodge of this town.
several days in Fairhaven with Harbor visited his grandparents.
laughing
ALFRED M. STROUT, Agent,
PAUL HURLBURT
Surviving are two brothers Har Mr. and Mrs. Fred Arnold.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
E.
A.
Matthews
and
!
“Do not shoot me, Hiawatha!”
Realtor
17 Green St.,
old T. Perry of Waldoboro and
June Thompson has been visit Mr. and Mrs. Merton Payson. The
Thomaston. Maine
The book is filled with just such
57 HIGH STREET
ing friends in Vinalhaven.
32-T-38
former leaves Saturday to fly to
verses as these I have given here.
TEL. 2651
Mr. and Mrs. Keith Ames and California, enroute for govern
FIDELITY * DEPOSIT COM
Youngsters of today are inclined
son went to Rockland Tuesday. ment service in Japan.
PANY OF MARYLAND
to shy away from old poems,
hitehall realty co
UNFURN. 3-room Apartment lo Mrs. Ames will visit her sister in
Baltimore, Md.
Mr. aud Mrs. William Thomas
thinking
they
are
but
the
droll
let.
elec,
refrig,
and
stoves.
TEL.
CAMDEN • MAINE
ASSETS, DEC. 31. 1953
Waldoboro for a time.
of Mars Hill were callers in town
Camden 2184.
38*40
verse of sentimental old people.
Bonds,
$28,478,237.80
Russell Thompson was a recent Friday. .
38-40
THREE-Room
Furnished Apt.
I will admit that the “Song of Stocks,
18.610.549.56
supper guest of Mr. and Mrs. Orel
Kitchenette and bath
NEW Modern House for sale; to let.
2,600,223.66
Hiawatha” is a long ways differ Real Estate Owned,
Her 16th Birthday
Adults
only.
TEL. Gehrmann.
cemented
cellar,
garden spot. Hooted.
Cash and Bank De
ent
from
Dragnet,
”
but
in
that
Miss Katherine Guyette was
Mr. and Mrs. John Mitchell have
Call or write WEBSTER CLARK. 519-J.
38*40
posit*,
5.238.256.78
difference is the clean fragrance Agents’ Balances or Un
Marsh Rd., Thomaston.
36*41
LARGE front Room to let; been in Rockland for a few days given a surprise birthday party
collected Premiums. 1.202.218.20
on her 10th birthday Friday eve of the woods and the pristine love
Rockland. North End: A large light housekeeping if desired. Call on business.
Other Assets,
903.915.71
house in excellent condition both at 100 Union St.
38-40
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Lewis are keep ning. Guests present were Sally liness of our countryside that will
inside and out. This can be used
THREE-Room Unfurnished Apt. ing house in the Mitchell homo Wentworth. Donna Spear, Edith ever be refreshing and of good in
Total Assets
$57,033,401.71
as is with three apartments or fo let.
Private bath, hot water while they are away.
Jacobs, Janet Partridge Johnny fluence.
LIABILITIES. SURPLUS AND
will make an excellent home and heater, garage. Central location.
Mr. and Mrs. Norris Young went Gould, Dexter Leach, Paul Tol
office lor a professional man. Lo Adults only.
References. TEL.
Reserve for Losses.
$6,683,083.44
cated in a top notch neighbor 8-R.
man, Barry Bennett, Philip King
38*40 Tuesday afternoon to Rockland.
Reserve for Loss Ad
hood.
Harold Ames is home after and
Bohby
Jacobs.
Margaret
HOSPITAL Beds for rent, rea
justment Expenses,
952,989.61
Rockland, South End: Here is a
spending the winter in Rockland. Ruth Carr were invited but unable
Reserve for Unearned
compact three-bedroom house with sonable rate, also folding whee’
Harold Edwih Ames went to to attend. Ice cream, cakes aand
Premiums,
16.269.829.41
garage in very good condition. chairs. UNITED HOME SUPPLY
You may just not be getting the
OO.. 579 Main St Tel. 939 Rork Vinalhaven Wednesday morning punch were served and games
2.261.100.80
Reasonably priced.
Iron, Iodine and Vitamins Bi and B? Reserve for Taxes.
land.
55 and 61-EOT and Mr. and Mrs. Frank Ames who
992.209.08
you need for normal strength and All Other Liabilities,
Tenant’s Harbor: An 11-room
played during the evening.
energy. Try FERRIZAN for 30
AT 81 Union St., modern, large have been spending two w’eeks
house with large sunporch and a
days! You must eat better — rest
Total Liabilities.
$27,159,212.34
small barn, extra large lot ot land 3-room Apt., bathroom, heated, to there, returned home with them.
It’s next to impossible for a bas better—look better—feel better—or Special Surplus Funds. 2.172,000.00
bordering on town street in front let; also one-room efficiency Apt.
your
money
refunded.
You
must
Mr. and Mra. Hanson Ring have ketball referee to build up his repu
bath
and
complete
and salt water cove in back. Easily furnished,
win — you cannot lose — so get Reserve for 33 1/3% Capi
tal Stock Dividend, 1.000.000 00
tation as far as the losing team is FERRIZAN today—at a price you
kitchen. TEL. 893 days. 233 eve employment in Rockland.
made into duplex house.
can afford. 100 Tablets $1.58.
Capital Paid Up
370
Mrs. Clayton Young has been a concerned.
I shall have a booth in the Ki nings.
or Statutory Deposit, 3,000.000.00
100 Tablets $1.58—350 Tablet* $4*50
wanis Better Homes Show and
THREE-Room Upstairs Apt. to recent patient in Knox Hospital.
Unasslgned Funds
MAIL ORDERS FILLED
would like to have many more let. with flush, newly decorated
WARREN
FARMERS
’
MUTUAL
Firat Birthday Party
(Surplus),
$23,702,189.37
listings to present at the show. Call at 116 MAIN ST. Thomaston
GOODNOW'S PHARMACY
FIRE INSURANCE CO.
Evelyn Ruth Ames, daughter of
Surplus as Regards
This will be a fine opportunity to
Warren, Maine
87*39
Policyholders,
$29,874,189.37
Mr. and Mrs. Crosby Ames was
present your real estate to the
ASSETS. DEC. 31. 1953
GRANITE STATE FIRE INS. CO.
TWO-Room furn. Apt. with flush
public.
Don’t miss.
Phone 1647
one year old, March 24 and her Cash in office and Bank. $4,818.88
Manchester, N. H.
Also 3-rm.
Apt. all
Total,
$57,033,401.71
now and I will call on you and list to let.
ASSETS, DEC. 31, 1953
modern improvements, furn. or mother gave a party at her home Notes or securities
32-T-38
your property.
(except
prem.
notes).
3,000.00
Bonds,
$5,731,920.00
unfurn.
Both are centrally lo in the afternoon for several of her
. CHARLES E. BICKNELL, n.
Stocks.
3.433.893.00 TRANSCONTINENTAL INS. CO.
cated. TEL. 1285.
37-39 little friends and their mothers.
Real Estate Broker,
Gross cash assets,
$7,818.88 Real EstateOwned.
80.000.00
New York. N. Y.
88 Summer St.,
Phone 1647
PLEASANT 2-rm. unfurn.. Apt. Each guest received a balloon,
LIABILITIES. Dec. 31. 1953
Mortgage Loans on
ASSETS, DEC. 31, 1963
36-38 to let; priv. bath. priv. ent.. kit. candy and a party favor and all Due officers, Treasurer,
$6.23
Real Estate.
360.89 Bonds,
$5,522,546.50
utilities, ho( water, reasonable, enjoyed ice Cream, delicious birth 50 per cent, cash premium, 315.20
Cash and Bank De
Stocks.
2.348,670.66
for adult; 87 N. MAIN ST.. 2d
Management
galea
day cake and fancy cookies. Jane
posits.
696,571 3’’ Cash and Bank
floor,
37*42
Total
liabilities.
$321.43
Agents’ Balances or Un
CHARLES E. BICKNELL, II
Deposits,
1,019.201.48
Philbrook took flashlight pictures
Net cash assets.
$7,497.45
FOUR-Rm. House at 26 Rocky
collected Premiums. 1.016,736.99 Agents' Balances or Uncol
of Evelyn and her cake just before Premium notes subject
Real Estate Broker
Hill Ave.. Rockland to let. Con
Other Assets.
161.541.2f
lected Premiums,
1.125.198.94
to assessment.
TELEPHONE 1947
$20.340.(X)
tact MRS ADA F. MOODY at 4 it was cut and served. Those pres
Other Assets,
24.880.28
88 SUMMER ST.
ROCKLAND Gay St. Place, April 1.
37*39 ent were: Emma Ames, daughter Deduct all assessments
Total Assets,
$11,121,023.66
Rental*
Appraisal*
and
payments,
2.034.00
LIABILITIES SURPLUS AND
Total Assets,
$10,040,497.86
FURNISHED Apt. on ground Carol Ann, Jane Philbrook, son,
Listings Wanted Anywhere In
OTHER FUNDS
LIABILITIES, SURPLUS AND
floor to let, living-room, bed-room, Clayton; Madelyn Young, daugh
Knox Connty
Balance due on premium
Reserve for bosses.
$970,571.06
OTHER FUNDS
7-tf kitchen, fireplace and bath. Heat ter Rosemary; Priscilla Ames, son
notes.
$18,306.00 Reserve for Loss Ad
Reserve for Losses,
$898,143.58
ed; 76 Elm St., Camden.
TEL. Barry Lee; Norma Ames and
GEORGE H. STARRETT.
justment Expenses,
37,400.00 Reserve for Loss Ad
524.
36-38
8
,
Secretary. Reserve for Unearned
children. Gordon and Susan; Eliz- 35-T-41
justment Expenses
110.938.50
UNFURN. Apt. .to let, 3 rms.
Premiums,
5 185,030.21 Reserve for Unearned
and bath. 2 circulating heaters,
Reserve for Taxes,
151,300.00
Premiums,
3,316.697.42
elec, stove.
Adults. References,
All Other Liabilities,
301.646.35 Reserve for Taxes,
168.500.00
1290 43 Pacific St. TEL. 1660-R.
All Other Liabilities,
267,534.00
Sltf
Waterfront, Owl's Head, 10 rm.
Total Liabilities,
$6,645 947.56
House for sale; lo acres shore
FOR Rent in Thomaston, 4
Speeial Surplus FundB . $400,000.00
Total Liabilities.
$4,761,813.1
property, 2 mi. from
airport, rooms and bath, heated, modern
IN WARREN
Capital Paid Up or
Special Surplus Funds
$15,000
Write R. C.. care The Apt.
TEL. Thomaston 35-2 or
Statutory Deposit,
1,250,000.00
Reserve for Contin
Courier-Gazette.
Rockland 1740.
36*38
Unassigned Funds
gencies.
$50,000.1
(Surplus),
2.825.075.94 Capital Paid Up or
ROOM to let at 97 Union St.
awwv
Surplus
as
Regards
Statutory Deposit.
I, 500.000.1
TEL. 1154.
290
JAMES S. COUSENS
Many Gift Items Will Be Said At
Policyholders,
$4,475,075.94 Unasslgned Funds
FURNISHED Apt*, to let, North(Surplus),
3,728,684.:
end location*. Inquare 11 JAMES
REDUCED PRKES
Total.
$11,121,023.50
Surplus as Regards
ST., In Person.
ltf
Cottage*, Iota and Dwelling*
ALFRED M
STROUT. Agent,
Policyholders.
$5,278,684.;
To Make Room For New Merchandise
17 Green Street,
179 MAVERICK ST.
TEL. 1538
38-lt
Apta. to let. V. F. STUDLEY. 77

WALDOBORO

REAL ESTATE

Waldo Tyler

LOUDVILLE

UNION

MATINICUS

TO LET

W

.

OTHER FUNDS

Feel Tired, Worn-OutOlder Than You Should?

IN Friendship Village,
room
House for sale, central hot water
heating. Bam and garage, nearly
an acre of land. DR. RICHARD
WATERMAN

THE PINE CONE GIFT SHOP

270

Will Re-Open April 1

HEATED and

35-tf

Park St

unheated

Tell. 8000 and 1234

furn.

tf

Thomaston, Maine.

Total,

8S-T-89

$10,040,497.:
S2-T-.
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TWIN LAUNCHING AT BIRDSEYE
NORTH HAVEN
BTTA P. BEVERAGE
Correspondent
Telephone 16-4

Mrs. Audrey Uncoln was In
Aunt Ell's Shop, while she has
been away over thc the weekend.
Mrs. Lucy Hopkins was house

Worall of Philadelphia, Pa., Mrs.
Herbert Parsons and children.
Herbert Jr., Maisie, and Peter of
New York, were in town over the

keeper for Mrs. Martin Joyce on
Friday.
Mrs. Maud Simpson returned

past few days at Nebo Lodge.
Robert Andrews and
James

Mr. and Mrs. Percy Tolman Thursday after a short visit with
who have spent several weeks in Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Wills in
Rockland, returned home on Sat Squantum. Mass.
She brought
urday.
back greetings from Mr. and Mrs
Mr. and Mrs. Owen Grant and Harold M. Crockett. Mr, and Mrs.
son Stanley left Friday for Port Reid Crockett and young son,
land; from there Mrs. Grant will Mrs. Kathleen Dyer Pope and
go to Montreal, Canada, to visit Almon Ames, all North Haven
her sister, Mrs. James Aitken. people now in Massachusetts. En

Mr. Grant and Stanley
home on Saturday.

returned

Miss Jeanette , Hopkins is -tiwme

for a week from Westbrook Junior

route she spent several days at
the home of her nephew and fam
ily,

Mr.

and

Mrs.

Roger

Ray '

mond of Farmingdale, while Mrs.
Raymond was in a Boston hospital
for treatment.

College, Portland, at the home of
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Elmer
Robert Andrews. Arthur EmerJ. Hopkins Sr.
Evelyn Brown has been assist-j son antl Sherman Baird attended
ing Mrs. Forest Adams in the the Masonic meetings this past

care of her children, after school
hours.
dition to yard personnel
Harold York of Stratton.
manager for thc Central

week in Rockland and Camden.
Mrs. Sylvia Merrick who
1 spent several weeks with

has
her

werc•j^randson and w**e ^r- and Mrs.
vorks I R’charrt Waterman in Waldoboro.
Maine J returned hom*‘ on Tuesda>’•

Power Company; Kenneth Franks
Mrs. Lloyd F. Crockett spent a
of the Caterpillar Deisel Corpora-1 *‘‘w days
week at the hometion and Paul Jardine of the Great j
^er Parei'ts, Mr. and Mrs.

rnoto by Borne
Two steel utility tow boats “The turned over by the company to the
Northern Paper Company.
i Frank Washburn in Perry. Mrs.
Uttle Squaw”
and “Papoose,” Kennebec Log Driving Company.
The Marine Basin has two more Washburn accompanied her daughwere launched Friday afternoon at
The boats are 28 feet long, and
the Marine Basin of the Birdseye are powered by a 38 horsepower towboats under construction. Both *er home and has spent a few
•Division of General Foods
The Caterpillar diesel. Designed by’ are 35 feet in length and of iden , days at Nebo Lodge.
Frank W. Waterman returned
two craft, built in the basin’s Geerd Hendel of Camden, to be, tical design. One is being built
plate shop, are intended for serv used in an area where snags and for the Great Northern Paper I Thursday after a short visit with
ice on Indian Pond in northern sunken logs present, a severe Company and the other for thei his daughter and son-in-law, Mr.

Maine where they wili be used to hazard, the propellers of the boats
tow log booms. They were con are
surrounded
by
unusually
structed for the Maine Central heavy guards.
Power Company
and will be
Present at the launching, in ad

Hollingsworth and Whitney Paper and Mrs. Leighton Gowen of East
Company. The launching of these Lynn, Mass.

crafts is expected to take place in1
Mrs. Francis Leiber and son
April.
I “Sandy,” Mr. and Mrs. Harrison

Paxton, Mass., are guests of Mr J

MRS

EMMA WINSLOW
Correspondent

Mass., and

Gamble are in Thomaston for a ;
Miss Dorothy Johnson went Fri
short time, where they will wire day to Rockland, where she is a
the house recently bought by Dr. surgical patient at Knox Hospital.
Hochschild (a former physician
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Mills of
here/ for electricity.
Mrs. An
drews went with them.
Hurd for a few days, to care for
Mrs. Florence B. Brown spent 1
Mrs. Hurd and daughter. Sarah
Saturday with her mother, Mrs.
Ellen.
Ruth Beverage.
Among those to visit in Rock
Elmer James Hopkins, Jr., F.M.
land the past week were: Mrs.
(Jimmy) and friend. Raymond
Edna Dyer. Mrs. Susie Wooster.
Spied from the Naval Yard at
Mrs. Elizabeth Bunker, Mrs. Ber
Boston, spent the weekend at the
tha
Mills
Joyce. Mrs. Linton
home of his parents. Mr. and
Baines, Merl Mills. Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Elmer J. Hopkins, Sr.
Robert Andrew’s, Mrs. Edith B.
A coffee hour was held at C. F.
Mills. Mrs. Nettie B. Crockett.
Waterman Co.’s store Saturday
Mrs. Llovd F. Crockett. Mrs.
morning for the employees only.
Lucy Hopkins. Mr. and Mrs. Elmer
Austin Joy poured and doughnuts
Joy, Mrs. Clyde Joy, Mrs. Leah
were served by Curtis Dickey.
Y. Beverage and James Gamble.
Miss Agnes Beverage, a stu
The Unity Guild will have their
dent at Bates College, Lewiston,
Easter Rale and afternoon tea in
is spending her vacation with he»the Memorial Room Thursday aft
parents, Mr. and Mrs. George
ernoon April 1.
Dewey Beverage at the North
At the Sunday morning worship
Shore.
service there W’ere two very beau
Mrs. James Oldroyd and niece
tiful bouquets of cut flowers, given
Miss Rosanne Burgess have re
by Mrs. Nina Paton of Washing
turned from Portland, where Roston, D. C. and Mrs. Cora Moore of
anne took the entrance exams, at
Bridgeport. Conn, in memory of
Westbrook Junior College, to en
their father and mother Mr. and
ter training in The Eastern Maine
Mrs. Hanford B. Webster of this
General Hospital in Bangor, after
place.
The beautiful Momorial
graduation from
North
Haven
Vases were given by them last
High School.
While there, they
year.
The pastor. Rev. George
were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Merriam spoke most impressive
Howard in South Portland.
ly on "Forgiveness,” as applied to
Mrs. Preston Lincoln is at the
neighbors far and near, and to us
horn.- of Mr. and Mrs. William
by God. The choir sang “Sweet

THE
OF BETTER SCHOOLS

EVERYWHERE!
.Ui

A
. .4/

Appoints Cabinet

Arnold Hanley

for several weeks has returned of business at the regular meeting
to her home here.
of the Rockland Lady Lions WedMrs. Scott Littlefield left Friday nesday evening.
Supper at the
for Hartford, Conn., where she Hotel Thorndike
preceded
the
will be the guest of her sister and gathering.
.
brother-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. John
Committee members named by
Ratcliffe. She was accompanied Queen Lioness Esther Novicka
to Boston by Mrs Robert Little were: Ways and Means. Winifred
Simmons, Phyllis Grant and Rose
field.
Sick
Committee.
Ida
Mrs. Doris Candage was hostess Gotsis;
to the Island Club Friday, a pleas Clark; Hospitality Hostess. Mary
Membership,
Arlene
ant social afternoon devoted to Demetri;
Drysdale.
Lillian
Berliawsky,
and
knitting was enjoyed, and a de
licious supper was served by the Velma Nute: Historian. Charlotte
hostess.
The
party broke up Coffin; Entertainment, Ruth Fo
garty; Publicity. Burnette Hardy;
early as the members attended
pianist,
Katherine
Akers
and
the
operetta
“Rumpelstiltzkin”
Kathleen Newman; Seafoods Fes
given that evening in Memorial
tival
Representatives,
Eugenia
Hall.
Annis and Rose Gotsis; By-Laws,
Miss Anne Webster, student at
Ruth Fogarty. Esther Novicka and
Gorham State Teachers’ College,
Phyllis Grant; Telephone, Esther
passed the weekend here with her
Wedlock, chairman. Sue Nelson,
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth
Ada Koster. Merle Weeks and Do
Webster.
rothy Gordon. members.
Miss Barbara Brown of Worces
Hans for a number of coming
ter. Mass., passed the weekend
activities were discussed. Includ
here with her parents, Mr. and
ed were several for the purpose of
Mrs. Elisha Brown.
raising funds for the Crippled
Miss Betty Glover of Camden Children's Driv • which
is being
was weekend guest at the home conducted during the month of
of Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Webster. April.
Mrs. Verne Young entertained
the Roundabout Club Thursday
night at her home.

More Evidence
That The C.-G. Is

Lunch was

served by the hostess and a pleas
ant social evening passed with
knitting, was much enjoyed.

Widely Read

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Swanson
came Saturday from Worcester
ar.d passed the weekend at their

About a month ago we published
a story in The Courier-Gazette that
a former Vinalhaven bov now a
home here.
Navy Chaplain with the First Ma
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Olaf
Holmquist
Tuesday evening the following
rine Division in Korea, and the
persons attended the 90th Anni were much pleased recently to re
son of our Major Barde, had met
ceive
a
letter
from
Senator
and
versary of the church at Vinalha
in the field and had exchanged ex
ven: Rev. and Mrs. George R. Mrs. Paine, Washington, D. C.,
periences. Today comes thc pay
Merriam: Mr. and Mrs. Clarence congratulating them on their 50th
off. a letter from the Chaplain
wedding
anniversary.
Stone, Mr. and Mrs. Carl Ames.
which proves that the reading pub
The weekly Church Night meet
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Pendleton.
lic of this newspaper is varied and
ing
at
Union
Church
Wednesday
Mrs. Florence B. Brown, Mrs.
widely scattered.
Lewis Burgess, Mrs. Alton Cal- night, will be in charge of the
We quote “Dear Major Barde:
derwood, Miss Marjorie Brown Church School Committee. Mrs. The story in The Courier-Gazette
Harold Poole, chairman; the La
and Carl Beverage.
proves two things to me. 1. The
dies' Circle will meet Thursday
Courier-Gazette has a wide read
Red Cross Tea
afternoon at the church vestry. ing
public.
I
have
received
A Red Cross Tea was held in Supper will be served at 5.30.
letters
from Connecticut. North
the Memorial Room Thursday aft
Mrs. Vera Johnson was in Rock Eastern Maine and Vinalhaven,
ernoon March 25 with Mrs. Rich land Saturday to visit her daugh
and 2. Once a Maine friend always
ard Shields in charge, and help ter Miss Dorothy, who is a patient
a Maine friend.
ers Janet Lermond. Ellis Brown. at Knox Hospital.
“Thanks to the story I have been
Martha Morrison, Sandra Bever
able to get acquainted again with
Garden Club Meets
age and Irene Brown. A fine sum
people that I had not heard from
Friday afternoon. March 26, the
was raised.
for 26 years. But time is nothing,
Vinalhaven Garden Club had their
it is as though I left that bit of
Sewing Circle
i first meeting of the season at the
The Grange sewing circle met Downeaster. There was a general heaven only yesterday.
“If you have never been to the
on Wednesday afternoon at thc business meeting when program
Island
of Vinalhaven I suggest
heme of Mrs. . Daniel Pendleton. and plans for the year were con
you take a day off and meet such
Those present webs Mrs. Vernon sidered.
The following officers
men as Fred Greenlaw, Clyde
Beverage, Mrs. Carl Arnes. Mrs. were elected:
President,
Mrs.
Bickford, old Captain Burns, and
Clarence
Stone,
Mrs.
Alfred Victor White; vice president. Mrs.
Captain Thompson. They are real
Staples, Mrs. Laurence Grant and Clyde Poole and secretary-treas
men of the sea.
Miles, Mrs. Donald Witherspoon. urer. Mrs. Joseph Headley. Com
"Captain Barde is a top grade
Mrs. Dalon Brown, Mrs. Florence mittee chairmen were also ap
officer in my record book.
He
B. Brown, Mrs. Charles Clapper pointed, Civil betterment and con
has put new life into Easy Com
and Charles, Jr., Marjorie Brown servation, Mis. V. H. Conway,
pany and I always look forward to
and Etta Beverage. Lunch was with Mrs. A. A. Peterson, cohaving church services in his
served by the hostess. The next chairman; junior
nature, Mrs. camp.
He attends and the men
meeting is W’ednesday afternoon Clarence Miles; hospitality, Mrs.
do likewise. I think a great deal
March 31 at the home of Mrs. G. Burton Dyer; birds. Mrs. Clyde of your son and his Marine Corps
Donald
Witherspoon at Pulpit Foole; horticulture, Mrs. Birger record speaks for Itself.
Harbor. This maybe one of the Magnuson; flower
show,
Mrs.
“Thanks again and the Season's
last of the sewing circles.
On Cameron Rae; publicity, Mrs. J Greetings to you, your family and
April 15, there will be a quilt tle- F. Headley.
A pleasant social ' to the many readers of The Couing, in the Memorial Room, with hour followed when delicious re- rier-Gazette.
refreshments.
freshments were served by the
Sincerely yours

“Rivers of Living Water.”
by
G’lmore & Walker; Etta Beverage
organist.

A

Mrs.

Queen Esther

Committee appointments for the
in Brookline and other relatives
and friends In Boston and vicinity i coming year were the main item

er All The Way” by Petrie; and

1

Lady Lions Met—

Mills' brother, Dr. Errold Mills.
Miss Marjorie Stone, who has
been the guest of her sisters, Mrs.
Frank Smith
in
Newtonvllle,

VINALHAVEN

hostesses. Mrs. Vera Johnson and

Church Notes
The annual Ladies' night of the

Mrs. Gladys Dyer.

R. E. Jenkins. Lieut. Cdr.
Chaplain Corps.”

Men’s Club of the North Haven
Baptist Church will be held in
the Grange Hall on April 5 with
supper at 6.30 p. m.
Franklin

ON
YOUR NAME
ONLY

Larrabee, in charge of personnel

in the Woodlands Department of
St. Regis Paper Company, will
be

the

guest speaker.

He

will

illustrate his speech with motion
pictures.

1

come

The annual pre-Easter sale of the

SUPPORT YOUR
This job is too big to “Let George do it." Our children need

j

ARENT

Unity Guild will be held on April
1 in the new Memorial Room of

the Baptist Church.
served

PUBLIC LOAN

Tea will be

throughout the

CORPORATION OF ROCKIAND

afternoon

359 Main St, 2nd fi., Phone: 1720

and household articles, aprons
and cooked food w-ill be on sale.

te®

int

or to save limo,
phone first

your help if they're going to receive the finest education
our community can provide. And one of the best ways you
can help is by supporting your P.T.A.

In every community you’ll find the P.T.A. in the fore

EACHER

front of the continuing task of improving our schools.
You’ll find, too, that the more than 8,000,000 Americans,

members of the more than 38,000 P.T.A.’s, are ready and
anxious to help you to help your schools!

Your P.T.A. works hand in hand with many other or

SSOCIATIOH

ganizations in your community. Find out how you can

Your support is needed if this necessary and worth
while job is to be carried through. Bettor schools are your

responsibility.

FEATURED BY OUR TERRIFIC LOW PRICES
MADE POSSIBLE BY OUR GIGANTIC BUYING POWER

THESE HUGE SAVINGS WE HAND ON TO YOU III

help your P.T.A. in its efforts to assure every child in the

community of the education that is his heritage.

We Have Everything
In The Appliance Line
A Visit To Our Store Will Convince You.

In cooperation with The National
Commission for tha Public Schools this auver, tisement is sponsored by

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

We Are Open Weekdays, Holidays, Sundays,

Evenings and All Other Days.

- OUR M0n0 IS THIS -

Low Prices-Free Delivery-Fine Service and Satisfaction

Harold B. Kaler
SERVICE - Eastern Maine's largest - SATISFACTION

Washington, Maine

Telephone 5-25
36 38. 42-44

43-50
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Seaside Wonderland To Present Latin Dancers

Thomaston Children Win Art Contest Awards

CAMDEN
MRS. KENNETH HERRICK
Correspondent
Telephone 2197
The Ladies’ Circle of the Con
gregational Church will meet at

MISS MEDORA A. PERRY

the Congregational Parish House
on Wednesday at 10 a. m.

Miss Medora Angela Perry. 64,
Waldoboro,

of

Mr. and Mrs. Nino Sparta have

(March

28)

died

Sunday

a

hospital

in

returned home from Italy after a
South
Weymouth,
Mass,
month's vacation, where they visi at
j She was born in Rockland, Dec,
ted friends and relatives.
Edward Stanley, who has been

16, 1890, the daughter of the late

visiting with his parents. Capt.
and Mrs. William Stanley, re

Richard

Medora

and

Prescott

Perry.

turned to Boston on Sunday, to
resume his duties on an oil
tanker.

telephone

Raymond Dow of Chestnut Hill,
was the winner of the television

worked at the office in that town
.34 y< ars. She had lived in Wal

She

The

Pioneer

the

Street

Good Luck
Waldoboro.

Baptist

Church Tuesday evening for their
regular meeting.

afternoon

Waldoboro

and

had

Surviving

Rebekah
are

Lodge

two

of

brothers,

Donald of Rockland and Harold T.
Perry of Waldoboro.

The WSCS will meet at the
j home of Mrs. Evelyn Taylor, Elmstreet. Wednesday
i 2 o’clock.

retired

ated with the Episcopal Church in
Rockland and was a member of

meet

Group will

Chestnut

a

operator

doboro about 40 years, wras affili

awarded by the American Legion,
Saturday evening.
at

was

Funeral

at

services will

be

con

ducted by Rev. Ernest O. Kenyon
The Camden Community Hospi of Rockland at the Waltz Funeral
tal Club will meet at the Green Home at .3 p. m. Tuesday (today)
I Gables Inn Thursday, April 1. Interment will be in Seaview
Photo

by

Kelley

Rockport High School’s Seaside Wonderland opens Thursday afternoon for a three day run. The
little ladies above are to be featured in a Latin-American dance which will be one of the highlights of the
Saturday evening show at the Town Hall. Left to right in their dance costumes are: Joan Norwood,
Candace Alexander, Patricia Wentworth and Linda Johnson.

THOMASTON
News and Social Items, Notices and Advertisements may be sent
or telephoned to
MRS. GEORGE NEWBERT, HIGH ST., TEL. 156-5

Miss Jessie Hosmer will be
hostess.

business

meeting

of

Moss. Daniel Clark, Kurt Hoffses,
Philip Reynolds, David Harper,
Clayton Howard, Jr., Warren Pe
terson, and George Newbert, Jr.
Further plans for prizes at the
Mass.
PTA sponsored “Shindig” to be
Grace Chapter, OES, w’ill hold a held at Watts Hall, Friday eve
semi-public installation of officers ning. April 2, include a free air
Wednesday evening, March 31, at plane ride as a children’s door
8 o’clock. Miss Marian Upham of prize, donated by Arthur Harjula.
For the 6, 7, 8 grade student sell
ing the most tickets, a $2 award
w’ill be given, also an award to the
classes, from sub-primary up to
and including the 5th grade, that
have 100
percent purchase of

the

Chestnut Street Baptist Church
will be held Thursday evening. |

Mrs. Peter Larsen, Mrs. Raymond
Supper will be served at 6.15 p.m. |
Winslow, Mrs. Linwood Silver, Mi
The Boy Scouts will meet Tues
chael Brooks, and Forrest Graf
day (tonight) 7 p. m. at the Con
ton. The School Survey Commitgregational Parish House.
tects to be considered a part of
The Camden Dandylions will
this group. Those serving on this

Thomaston

SCRAP DRIVE
SUNDAY, APRIL 4

Newspapers - Magazines
Rags - Metal
Benefit Senior Class

Trip

38-39

tickets.
The Federated Chureh Sunday
School Teachers will hold a meet
ing Tuesday (tonight) at 7.30, at
the church vestry.
Albert Harjula, president of the
PTA. has announced the appoint
ment of the following five members
to the Area School Committee:

LIVE MODEL STYLE SHOW
Auspice* of ST. JOHN S EPISCOPAL CHURCH

Presentation of Styles and Fabrics by the
BATES MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Full Length Movie “Just Hang It Up” In Addition

Thursday, April 1
MASONIC HALL, THOMASTON
7.30 P. M.

TICKETS 50c
38-lt

umbrella and two tiny dolls, and
made by Mrs. Anne Billings. Mrs
Rogers received many lovely and
useful gifts. Invited guests in
cluded: Mrs. Anne Mank and Mrs.
Edna Dolham of Warren, Mrs.
Belle Genthner of Waldoboro, Mrs.
Cynthia Wass and Mrs. Lillian
Hilt of Rockland. Mrs. Maude Tib
betts, Mrs. Winfred Tabbutt, Mrs.
Clara Lymbumer, Mrs. Effie Pry
or, Mrs. Frances Jordan, Mrs. Lil
lian Wotton, Mrs. Anne Billings,
Mrs. Clara Grant. Mrs. Laura
Johnson, Mrs. Sadie Foster and
Mrs. Leona Quinn.

Fashion Show
A style show entitled “Bandbox
Delight Fashions” and featuring
Bates Disciplined Fabric, will be
presented by the Woman's Auxili
ary of St. John’s Episcopal Church
in conjunction with the Bates
Manufacturing Company at the
Masonic
Temple on Thursday,

April 1, at 7.30 p. m. The ward
robe to be presented will cover all
categories
of women’s apparel
from informal play clothes to for
mal evening wear. The featured
fabrics in the fashion show will be
cottons with exclusive new con
structions and revolutionary new
characteristics Tn addition to the
style show a sound-color movie,
Just Hang It up.” will be screened.
This film highlights many of the
latest fashions for spring and sum
mer created from Disciplined Fa

She was born at Tremont, Mt.
Desert, Nov. 16, 1880, to Lizzie M.

and Woodbury Norwood of that
She married Eugene H.
| town.
Sprague, also of Tremont, in 1901,
who met his death by drowning
being washed from the deck of the
Schooner
John
H.
Butterick,
wrecked off the coast of North
Carolina in 1903.
During the fol
lowing years, together with the
care of her infant daughter, she
courageously cared also for her

totally blind mother
away in 1938.

who passed

For the past 15 years, Mrs.
Sprague had been a housekeeper
for the late Elbert A. Oxton who
had been faithfully cared for by

her during his invalidism the past
three years, until December * of

this
Of
ture
love

year.
a quiet and home-loving na
and with complete trust and
for her Maker as expressed

by her all during her illness to the
very last, she so passed to her
reward at the homo of her daugh
ter, Mrs. Helen Spaulding, Rankin

AND MISSIONS DEPARTMENTS

Association
Should File Now

MET WITH W. C. T. U.
The

Temperance and

department of the W.

Missions Mission Circles contributing that
U. I amount are called Beacon Lights.

C. T.

held their annual meeting with the

Missions

Circles

churches.

Friday afternoon in the

of

the

Every Tuesday Night

Board and will try hard to be worthy of your confidence.

Eivind R. Moss, D.O.
Thomaston, March 30, 1954.

SPECIAL GAMES
WILLIAMS-BRAZIER POST
NO. n
Thomaston Natl Bank Bonding
1-T-tf

Heald. Henry Pendleton.
Parsonage:- Mrs. Chester Buck.
Mrs. Wilbur Fugel, Mrs. Ernest
Maxey, Miss Alta Pendleton, Mrs
Keith Wasgatt, Mrs. David Woos

ter.

Stepping into
another
man’s
shoes is comparatively easy—to
walk in them presents the big
problem.

LAST TIMES TODAY

filing the Exempt Co-operative As

sociation Income
Tax
Return,
Form 990-C. and payment of any
income tax due from an exempt
and purchasing association for a
farmers’ co-operative marketing
taxable year beginning in 1953 has
been extended until the 15th day of
the ninth month following the close
of the taxable year. This exten
sion represents a change in the
date for filing and payment con
tained in paragraph D on page 1
if the General Instructions accom
panying Form 990-C.
Co-operative
associations con
cerned are advised, however, that
interest at the rate of six percent
per annum will be assessed and
collected on the amount deter
mined as the tax from the original
due date for payrfient of the tax,
Ehe 15th day of the third month
the world with the 64 World’s W. C. following the close of the taxable
T. U. countries marked, a collec- vear. until the date such tax is
tion for the work was taken and the oaid. The payment of the tax, or
white ribbon entwined about the any installment thereof, made in
map, while Singing “Wind the Rib advance of the filing of the return
bon Round the Nations.
vill stay the accumulation of in

Poly got Petition that was taken by
Congregational Church with Mrs. W. C. T. U. field workers and
Kate Brawn in charge of the pro presented to heads of governments
gram, Worship Service was con and others for signatures. A not
ducted by Janie Beach, with able Souvenir now held at the Na
scripture reading Ps. 91.
tional officers in Evanton, Ill.
Mrs. Brawn introduced repre
A letter was read, regarding Dr.
sentatives of the local Mission
Mary Cushman, one of Maine's
Circles who each gave a brief re
notable women, who after years
port of the work done during the
of practice as a successful physi
year. Mrs. Mae Gray spoke for the
cian and surgeon, at the age of 53
Littlefield Memorial Baptist and
went to a medical Missionary to
said they had followed a printed
j the Negro tacks of Angala, Portuprogram for the year, the theme
| guese Africa, where he served for
“Sing Unto the Lord a New Song”
.30 years, building up a hospital ser
Several all day meetings were
vice, educating and evangilesing
held and much work done.
the people. She has now returned
Mrs. Edith Tweedie, represent
to the U. S. and makes her home
ing the Methodist ladies, spoke of
I with her sister at Laconia, N. H.
two definite projects to which they
Mrs. Brawn displayed a map of
had
contributed
$300;
clothing

school for children old enough to
attend.

I
;
!

had contributed to the council of
Churches and to rural pastors, to
the Ivan Chatto’s
Missionaries.
The Sunday School did constructive
work, teaching about missions.
Mrs. Louise Ingraham read a
report for the First Baptist group.
They had prepared, packed and
shipped 18 cartons of hospital and
medical supplies to Missionaries in
Belgian Congo,
besides
Home
Missionary and local work.
Mrs. Maud
Blodgett told of
work done by the Universalist
ladies, helped two camps for di
abetic children with n>ore than .300
boys and girls, also help given to

Camden Theatre
s'DS TODAY
t ENI
Top Screen
pn iJCortiedv Delight
with
Gingef Rogers, Paul Douglas
Williaig Holden. I'at (rowley

With Charlton Heston,
Jack Webb, Lizabeth Scott

Complete Shows at: 1.30 and 7.00 P. M.
COMING SUNDAY

STARTS TOMORROW—2 DAYS
The Shocking Truth! The
Unknown Knifer . . . Behind
the Surgeon's Mask!

^21

Ctartn. HESTON
UnMt SCOTT
dim. foster

BAD FOP EACH OTHEP^

"THE BEST YEARS

« cauwiA ncTua

OF OUR LIVES"
38-lt

IHTUeMTHAZ-

Mrs. Monteith, speaking for the

W. C. T. U. hof it is now organized
in 64 countries, each local union
giving $5.00 to the World’s work
is called a Light Live Union:

Featuring JACK WEBB of "Dragnet" Fame!

THAR'S Gold'.

Congregational ladies, said they
had done relief work in the city,
work for the Seacoast Mission,

colored children, and to local
charity.
Their motto “Worship,
Education, Fellowship and Ser
vice”.
Mrs. Brawn spoke of the Worlds’

Exciting Double Feature Program

rti 9*2

Service

Revenue

Code to the District Director of
(nternal Revenue with whom such
-eturn will be filed, clearly identi
fying such payments in order to
aid the District Director in the
proper application of such pay
ments and in computing interest
on deferred payments.

WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY

CTRAHD

Internal

for children from two to 10 years
of age, physically and taught a

"NEW FACES"—First Musical in CinemaScope

With JACK WEBB

work was started in 1884 by
Frances Willard who wrote the

local

"FOREVER FEMALE"

I extend sincere thanks for my election to the School

' Mrs. Emery told of how the world

The

announced today fhat the time for

terest on the amount of such pay

Henry Pendleton, Miss Doris Syl
vester, Mrs. David Wooster. .
Committes: Nominations:- Pas
tor. Mrs. Chester Buck
Robert
Hopkins, Lewis Pendleton, Mrs.
tendent. Lewis C. Pendleton; Fi David Wooster.
nancial Secretary and Treasurer of
Pastorial Relations:- Miss Cor
Benevolences,
Mrs.
Arthur
H delia Barnard, Mrs. Inez Crosby,
Walker; President of Women’s Orrington Cross, Robert Hopkins,
Society of Christian Service. Mrs Miss Doris Sylvester.
David Wooster; Treasurer of Cur
Church Records and History:rent Expense Lewis C. Pendleton. Orrington Cross.
Mrs.
Marion

Commissions—(Elective
mem
bers): membership and
evangel
ism:- Chester Buck, Henry Pendle
ton, Miss Cordelia Barnard. Miss
Doris Sylvester,
Miss Patricia
Wellman, Miss Betty Wasgatt.
Education:- Mrs. Elsie Barnard,
Mrs. Arthur Dame, Mrs. Forest
Magee, Miss Doris Sylvester, Mrs.
Pei H. Wei.
Missions:- Mrs. Elsie Barnard.

Exempt Co-Op

NEWS & COLOR (ARTOON

GAME PARTY

to Washington, i scholarships to the Children’s Art

Refreshments were served by
ladies of the Entertaining Church,
Mrs. Edwin Scarlott, Mrs. Theo
One was extremely diffident be dore Bird. Mrs. Charles West, Mrs.
A social
Mrs. Bettylou Orne, Miss Alta came an officer. Worked alone in Cleveland Sleeper. Jr.
Africa, caring for more than 400 time enjoyed.
Pendleton. David Wooster.
Finance:- Mrs. Inez S Crosby. babies under her suprervision. An
Orrington Cross, Arthur Dame, other woman, in Indonesia cared

brics.

TO THE VOTERS OF THOMASTON

sent

ROCKLAND'S CHURCH TEMPERANCE

Street, where she was so tenderly
and lovingly cared for by both sent to Korean orphanage and
the daughter and son-in-law, Wal supplies to a medical Missionary in
Africa. A Polish family in Rock
lace.
Besides the daughter she is sur-| land had been helped, and much
vived by one aunt, Mrs. Alice other local assistance given.
Mrs. Flecher of the Salvation
Coombs, of Dorchester,
Mass.,
and one uncle William Harper, of Army, gave an interesting talk on
Seal Cove, and several nieces and their World Wide Service, speak
ing especially of two young girls.
nephews.

Charles H. Burgess, Mr. and Mrs.
Orrington N. Cross, Archie P.
Eadie, Mrs. Arthur P. Webster.
Officers:- Lay Leader, Edmund
Barnard: Church School Superin

HURRY!

ing will be

D. C., to be entered in the nation- Class at the Farnsworth Museum.
Three
hundred
and The awards were madp by Win‘
MRS. JOSEPHINE E. SPRAGUE in the DAR sponsored Junior Ame contest
nifred Proctor of the Knox County
Funeral services for Josephin** rican Citizenship Drawing Contest sixty four drawings were entered
DAR.
E. Sprague. 73, who died March at Thomaston.
A portrait of in the state contest. The drawing
Thomas has been a student in
20, were held Tuesday, at the Bur
George Washington, done by Tho by Lorraine was judged best of 70 the children’s art classes of Mrs.
pee Funeral Home with Rev. J.
mas, was judged one of the nine done by Thomaston children.
Flora Cullen for the past three
Charles
MacDonald
officiating.
W’inners in the state and his draw
Both children
w’ere
awarded years.
Committal services were held at
the Seal Cove Cemetery,. Mt.
Desert.

Beaudry were judged the winners

committee
are:
Mrs.
Bertha, meet at the Grange Hall, Tues
day, April 13, for a covered dish
Miss Patty Milier was W’eekend Rockport, District Deputy Grand Spear, Mrs Helen Dana, Zenith'
supper and meeting.
The hos
guest at the home of her aunt, Mrs Matron of District 11 will be the in Melvin. Hazen Cook, Roger Jame-i
Clayton tesses will be Mrs. Charlotte UpEdwin Hussey oi Winslow Mills. stalling officer. Refreshments will son, William Daggett,
Howard, Ronald Gillis, and Albert ham, Mrs. Marguerite Drinkwa
George Sleeper of Owl’s Head be served.
ter, Mrs. Vaulien Dame, Mrs.
w’ill be interlocutor in the Hang
The Junior Ameriean Citizens Harjula. The next meeting of the
Isabel Bailey and Mrs. Alice Rob
County
Area
School
Representa

town Minstrel show sponsored by Club of Gene Rich’s fifth grade
bins.
Members please bring ar
the Senior class and the Clippers held a cooked food and candy sale tives will be held in April in Thom
ticles for the faneywork table at
aston.
baseball team, scheduled for April at the Green Street School Friday
The Pythian Sisters are sponsor the Lions Charity Bazaar, April
afternoon. The sum of $4.40 was
8 and 9 at Watts Hall.
ing
a 6.30 supper Friday at the 22 and 23.
realized
and
donated
to
the
Crip

Mrs. Herbert Turner has dressed
Knights of Pythias Hall for the
Quarterly Conference
a doll to be awarded at a later pled Children drive.
The Mayflower Temple of the members of the Town Bowling
date, the proceeds of which will
Officers. Commissions and Com
Team.
go to benefit the Crippled Children Pythian Sisters will hold a regu
mittees for the Conference Year.
lar meeting Friday evening. April
Easter Seal fund.
Surprise Birthday Party
1954-1955 were elected
at
the
Mr. and Mrs. Law’rence Hunt 2 at 7.30 at the KP Hall.
Mrs. Nellie Orff w’as guest of Fourth Quarterly Conference of
and family are renting the Haskell
The
Roaring 20’s will meet honor at a surprise birthday party the Camden Methodist Church,
house on the Old County Road.
which was held Sunday. March 21.
Thursday evening April 1 at the
at her home on Main street, Sa
Capt. and Mrs. Lou Wallace have home of Mrs. Edna W’illiams on
Trustees (for three years): Mrs.
turday evening, given by Miss Ma
returned to their home in Friend Pine street.
Inez S. Crosby, Orrington N. Cross.
xine Orff. The evening was spent
ship after having spent tbe win
The Ladies of St. James will enjoying television. Refreshments Henry T. Pendleton.
ter with her mother. Mrs. Ella
Elective Stewards .-Mrs. Grace
meet Wednesday evening, March served
included
a
beautifully
Morton.
Anderson, Miss Cordelia Parnard,
31 at the church hall.
decorated birthday cake made by
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Mosley,
Mrs. Elsie Barnard, Mr. and Mrs.
The senior class is sponsoring a Miss Orff.
Invited guests were: |
daughter,
Kathleen,
and
son,
scrap drive Sunday, April 4. to Miss Mary McPhail, Mrs. Helen Chester H. Buck. Mrs. Clifford W
Michael, of Newport. N. H. have
benefit the class trip. Mrs. Harold Hallowell, Miss Daisey Upham, Carroll. Mr. and Mrs. Arthur K.
returned home aft/r having spent
Putnam is chairman. Magazines, Miss Ethel Upham. Mrs. Gladys Dame, Mr. and Mrs. Amos B.
the
w’eekend with her
father,
Mrs. Wilbur C. Fugel,
rags, newspapers and metal will Condon. Mrs. Chessie O’Connell, i Erskine,
Enoch Clark.
be accepted
Anyone wishing to Mrs. Helen Miller, Mrs Dorothy Mrs. Marion Heald, Wilhelm C.
Mrs. Annie Rattenbury of New
have their scrap called for on Sa Welch. Mrs. Lida O’Neil, Mrs. Hempel, Mr. and Mrs. Robert B.
York City is visiting friends and
Miss Arlene R. Mageeturday instead of Sunday please Ethel Roach, and Mrs. Lillian Hopkins,
relatives in town.
Mr. and
Mrs. Forest C
Magee,
call 61 or 60.
Fitzpatrick.
Mrs. Marguerite Grindle, Regent
Mrs
Ernest
M.
Maxey,
Robert
W.
Nine members of the Boy Scout
Stork Shower
of Lady Knox Chapter, D.A.R. of
Mayhew’. Mrs. Rose K. Norw’ood
Troop 215, chaperoned by Gordon
Ro< kland was guest speaker at
Mrs. Marian Rogers was guest Mrs. John Rayner, Mrs. Celia
DeWolfe, w’ent to St. George Sa
the surprise party honoring Thom
turday afternoon for a hike on of honor at a stork shower at her Reed, Miss Doris Sylvester, Re
as Littlefield, Friday, instead of
Snow’s Point.
Five of the boys home on Knox street, Friday eve cording Steward, Mrs. Evelyn Tay
Superintendent of Schools. Lewis
Thomas
B.
Wade,
Mrs.
preceded, blazing a trail for the ning, given by Mrs Marjorie Ol lor,
Webber of Camden.
B. Wade, Communion
others to follow. On their return son of Cushing and Mrs. Geraldine Thomas
Miss
Rebecca Robertson
re
they stopped at the home of their Pryor. Mrs. Belle Genthner of Steward, Mrs. Keith Wasgatt, Dr.
turned home Saturday after hav
leader, Gene Rich, for refresh Waldoboro played the accordion. and Mrs. Pei H. Wei. Mrs Sylvia
ing visited her cousins, Mr. and
ments. Those attending the hike Refreshments served included a Wilcox, Mrs. Alice Winslow.
Mrs.
Raymond Beattie
in St. were:
Honorary
Stewards:
Mrs.
Michael
DeWolfe.
Roy cake decorated with a miniature

Petersburg, Fla.
Miss Sylvia Harjula has returned
from a visit with her sister, Elaine
and friends in Providence, R. I.,
and w’ith relatives in Abington.

Thomas Littlefield and Lorraine

the .' Cemetery, Rockland.

The Fellowship supper and reg- j
ular

Photo bv Cullen
Lorraine Beaudry and Thomas Littlefield sketch during the children's art classes at the Farnsw’orth
Art Museum as Instructor Mrs. Flora Cullen assists them. Thomas has been a student for three years.

NEWS—CARTOON—SINGLE

ment from the time it is paid. Ac
cordingly, any association desir
ing to minimize the accumulation
of such interest, may make such
advance payments in full or on the
nstallment basis as provided in
section 56 of the Internal Revenue

Worrying

about

the

problems

that come today and those that
may come tomorrow is too much
of a burden for any man

SPRING PRUNED FRUIT
AND SHADE TREES

NOW PLAYING

THROUGH THURSDAY

USUALLY RESPOND TO
TREATMENT BETTER

Mat. 2 P. M.

Evening 6.S(M).30

For complete tree care, includ
ing removals, can or write

THE
GOODRIDGE TREE SERVICE
TEL. 2120
BOX 328
ROCKPORT, MAINE
Fully Licensed and Insured

31-38

WALDOTHEATSE
WALDOBORO
TEL. TEmple 2-5315
Every Evening at 8.00. Matinees
Saturday at 2.00. Sunday at 3.00»

TODAY-WED.-THl RS.
MARCH 30 31, APRIL 1
Keefe Brass,‘lie, Marilyn
Erskine, Will Rogers. Jr., in
“THE EDDIE CANTOR
STORY"
— In Technicolor —
FRIDAY' AND SATURDAY
APRIL 2-3
Double Feature:
Debbie Reynolds, Bobby Van in
"THE AFFAIRS OF
DOBIE GILLIS"
— Also on the Program —
Dan Duryea, Frances Gifford in
"SKY COMMANDO"

glenn Miller
^story

cswus mmc ■ anna toms ■ «srr uokm
•«< u..m Ss., C.S.I .. i., i*,l
FRANCIS LANGFORD • LOUIS ARMSTRONG

KN POLLACK ■ GENE KRUPA
THC MOOERNA1RES

38-lt

38-lt

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, March 30, 1954
Helvi

Laitinen

and

Joyce

Champlin have been appointed
contact co-chairmen representing

Social Matters

the
Business and
Professional
Women s Club for the card party
to be held at the American Le
gion Hall, April 2, sponsored by
the women’s organizations for the

Mrs. Raymond Young was hon benefit of thc Pine Tree Society
ored with a surprise stork shower for Crippled Children. All mem
Thursday night given by Mrs. bers who can make up a table are
day Convention of the Maine Ar John Leo at her home at 11 Pleas asked to contact Helvi Laitinen.
After Mrs. Young Tel. 1683 or Joyce Champlin. Tel.
borists held at the Augusta House. ant street.
opened her many da intv gifts, 1315 M.
Dr. and Mis. Dana Newman which were presented in a basket
King Hiram Council No. 6 will
returned
home
Friday
after decorated in pink and blue. TV
spending the past two months in was enjoyed. Delicious refresh work in Royal and Select Degrees,
Coral Gables and Sarasota, Fla. ments were served by the hostess. Friday. April 2, /ftrf.30 p. m.
Invited guests were Mrs. Richard
The Opportunity
of the
nitv Class
C
Mrs. George H.
Wood
and Kirk. Mrs. Mikial Leo. Mrs. Ar
First Baptist Chureh will meet
thur
Webber,
Mrs.
Charles
Free

daughter Marilyn Sarah, are visit
Thursday night, April 8. at the
ing for a few days with Mrs. man. Miss Marion Passalacqua.
home of Mrs. Bernice Leach, Ma
Wood’s
parents
at
Arlington Miss Vita Lombardo, Mrs. Leroy
sonic
street.
Members please
Miller,
Mrs.
Alfred
Teel.
Mrs.
Heights. Mass.
Richmond Stratton and Mrs. Ken note c hange of date.
Mrs. H. Pearl Studley is a sur- j neth Carroll of Rockland, Mrs.
Word has been received of the,
gical patient at Osteopathic Hos Everett Draper, Warren, and Mrs.
birth
of a daughter Julie Rose,
Erold Holmstrom, St. Geoage.
pital, Brighton Avenue in Port
to Mr. and Mrs. Howard Meier
land, and will welcome cards and
The Albert H. Newbert Associa »n Toledo. Ohio on Feb. 22. Mr3.
letters from friends.
tion will meet Friday evening at Meier will be remembered as the
the Masonic Tom nie. Serving as former Miss Lucille Durette of
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd M. Law- |
co-chairmen for the supper will be Waterville who made her home
rence returned home Saturday : Mrs. Gertrude Meader, Mrs. Clara
h°re several years ago while in
from Sarasota, Fla., where they i Watts, Mrs. Alta Dimick and Miss
the employ of the Prudential In
spent two months’ vacation.
Katherine Veazie. Members are surance Co.
all being asked to bring a dish
Mrs. Elizabeth Siblski has re
Members of the F.E.W. Class
towel to the meeting to be used
signed from her clerking duties
of the First Baptist Church will
in the kitchen.
at the Edward Gonia Store.
______
attend the Missionary Rally in a
The Shakespeare Society will group. Thursday evening at 7.30
The Ladies’ Aid of the Littlefield
hold its annual meeting on Mon in the Church.
Memorial Church will meet in day, April 5, at the Copper Kettle.!
Alfred E. Benner, accompanied
by his guest, Rev. George H.
Wood, attended the all-day Satur

----

k’

I

the church vestry, Wednesday at
7 p. m.
The Rockland Hearing Society
meets with Mrs. N. L. Witham

Thursday at 2.30 p. m.

Dr. and

Mrs.

H.

J. Weisman

have returned home from a two

months’

vacation which

Miami and
Havana.

Sarasota,

included
Fla.

and

RUMMAGE SALE

G. A. R. HALL'
Saturday, April 3—9 A. M.
Ausp. Daughters of St. Bernard's
38-39

At the meeting which begins ut.
6.30. election of officers will be
held, and other regular business
conducted. The program for the
evening includes as the main
speaker Wendell Hadlock, director
of the Farnsworth Museum.
Mr.
Hadlock will speak to the group on
the Black Mansion in Ellsworth

The April 1 meeting of the Odds
and Ends

of the

Congregational

Church will J>e a Civilian Defense
supper for members and guests.
Miss Winifred Ramsdell will be in
chargd

of

the 7

o’clock

supper

and helpers are asked to be at
the church at 5.30. Church dishes
will be used.

which dates back to the early his-i
tory of the State of Maine.

The Junior Ambassadors of the
First Baptist Church elected new.
officers at their meeting on Friday
afternoon.
Those elected were,
president, Jean Hadlock;
vice
president, James Anderson- secre
tary, Rebecca Bickmore; and trea-

ond „
SERVE!
B5Z! "RtDCRJJSSjCAMPAIGN

Driving about in 383 a couple of

"Miami Merry
making" As Seen

weeks ago, we listened to the local
weather man, featured for the af
ternoon’s program, say something
like this: “I don’t know how they
eat Maine lobsters; I never ate
one. But I know the folks coming
from the Lobster State are loyal
to it
These Maine folks write in
to me, saying, ‘Give the tempera
ture of Oldtown, or Bath or Eastport. or Portland, or Rockland.'
I wonder whether Maine’s Gover
nor knows how loyal hi? people
are when they come dow’n to
Florida. There is such Integrity
exemplified by all who come.**

By Leah Fuller
It was late January—1937.

The

mid-winter cold snell, An unusualsevere one, was-or..

Every house

up and down Alhambra Circle, the
path we trod to homes of friends,
was hugging itself to keep warm.
Smoke puffed out of houses that
had fireplaces.
But there was
one house that really counted
the only one that shed a light to a
cold passerby! That house was
warm, a huge fire burning in its
open
fireplade,
the
glowing
warmth reaching through the pic
ture window' opposite the fire
place,
touching each passerby.
It touched me. I said, “That’s a
warm welcome on a cold night.
Now, why can’t all houses make
newcomers
welcome ”
To
be
truthful with you, every time I
pass that Alhambra house, one
of the loveliest in the Gables. I
think of that warmth.
The reason for my first para
graph is simply this: Dr. Donald
T. Leigh, a former Rockland man.

Camden Couple

AT METHODIST CHURCH TONIGHT

Observing 50th
Wedding Today
Mr. and Mrs.

Now,
on W’ith
Merrymaking.
You readers may be interested in
knowing who calls at our house
these delightful days. Many friends
from Maine call. One Sunday re
cently, a pretty day, there came
Mr. and Mrs. George Snow, Mr.
and Mrs. Charles H. Berry, and
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Files, Peaks
Island. Later, another day, there
came Dr. Dana Newman, Glen
Lawrence, Mr. and Mrs. Miles B.
Mank and Mr. and Mrs. John Toft
of Portland came. As a matter of
fact, it goes this way all winter.
And we love it!

There are days when I feel like
calling out, “Slow down the fast
pace, Maine neighbors. Why go
so fast? Why not take advantage
of some of the wonderful, enjoy
able things we have right here in
our own backyard?’’ T feel like
saying it to our neighbors who
come, one of whom said, “What
do you do with your time?’’
I
might have said to her, “Have
you stopped at the Venetian Pool
a few’ blocks away?’’ There one
gets to relax, a cultural character
istic of the natives of the Miamis.
As a suggestion, I’d like to see a
number of Maine friends go to the
Pool as we do often. It will give
them a renewed feeling about the
purpose of the wonderful way of
life we share and the fine com 1
1
munity in w’hich we live.
Then
for
delightful
refresh j

neighborhood theaters.
Perhaps
you readers have already seen it.
If not watch for it, titled “Going
Places.” You will like it; it was
a marvelous hit.
Coming aw’ay 'rom the crowded
auditorium. Don walked off ahead
to bring 383 closer for the party.
A smartly dressed young lady
brought her Cadillac to an abrupt
stop at the words: “Here, lady!”
She looked up w’ith a start, then
let her shoulders dowm. pouting
“Darn you, Don Fuller. I thought
the policeman was after Me.” The
young lady was our friend Dotte,
Mrs. Miles B. Mank.
Remember ihe J. J. Gunthers in
iny first Miami Merrymaking re
port?
Well, party-loving we’ve
found them to be. They gave a
Valentine patio party at their beau j
tiful home here in the Gables. I
Their guests were Mr. and Mrs. I
Robert Bowman, Peaks Island |
and Coral Gables; Mr and Mrs. I
Harry Files, Peaks Island and i
South Miami; and the Fullers from
Neartrees and the Gables.
We
drank fruit juices under honey- ■
colored umbrellas, ate our lobsters
(straight from Maine) and other I
delicacies under the outside porch,
then
w’ent
inside
for
jollity.
Laughter rang in and out through
the lovely antique pieces. No doubt
about it, it was an evening we’ll

Willard

are

den.

today

observing

their

golden wedding anniversary. Mr.
Chapin and Mrs. Chapin, the form
er Katie A. Thomas, were mar

ried in Rockport in a ceremony at
the home of the bride’s Barents.

The Rev. H. I. Holt, pastor of the

Rockport Methodist Church at that

time, performed the ceremony.
The Chapins w.ll hold an open

house this evening from 7 until 10.
One of the guests of honor will be
Horace A. Upham of Camden who
was ring bearer at the wedding
ceremony 50 years ago.
Also
present will be their four sons,
Jasper, Charles. Willard, Jr., and
George, and seven grandchildren.

Mr. and Mrs. Chapin have lived
in the Rockport, Camden and
Rockland area since their mar
riage and have resided in their
present home on Rawson avenue
for 27 years.
—were required to maintain a div
idend of $8 per share.

Photo by Cullen
Monday was moving day in the City Manager’s office and Fred
Farnsworth, who has served the city since 1946 was cleaning out his
desk preparatory to retiring this afternoon, (aught at the task, he
broke into a smile, not at the prospect of leaving Rockland, hut at
the thought of those years ahead ut his Swanville farm.

Visitors in the city manager’s , who is to act as toastmaster has
office Monday morning witnessed | indicated that the program will
another of the steps in the change be an informal one. Mr. Farnsof city managers as City Mana-1 worth will be called upon for a few
ger Frederick Farnsworth began ! remarks as will
E. Carl Moran

the job of clearing out his desk
before he turns it over to IJoyd

K. Allen who will be sworn in as
Rockland’s second city manager

and Carl

Mr.

Stilphen.

Moran

was the chairman of the City
Council at the time Mr. Farns

on Wednesday.

worth took office and Mr. Stil
phen is the present chairman.

The
retiring
city
manager
proved as careful a custodian of

manager Lloyd K. Allen will be

The

swearing

in

of the

new

city property Monday as he has done by City Clerk Gerald Marge
son in an informal ceremony at
the City Clerk’s office Wednesday

since Jan. 1, 1946, when he became
J'Tockland’s first city manager.

As

progress

was

from

made

afternoon at 5 o’clock. Mr. Allen
will assume the responsibilities of

Harrell pointed out that while
the 1953 net income available tor
dividends increas' d by 14 Dercent
to $19,177,000 per-share earnings
increased by only 3 percent due

to
more
shares
outstanding.
“While this represents a slight im
provement,” he said, “the level of
net income must be increased
substantially to permit earnings
per share high enough to bring in
to the business all the new capital
required to meet demands for tele
phone service.”
The company’s 1953 operating
taxes—federal, state and local—in
creased by 7.4 percent to $34,468.000, which Harrell said were 70
percent greater than
dividends
paid to stockholders.
Telephone
excise taxes collected by the Com
pany for the federal government
moved up by 7 percent to $38,711,000. Operating and excise taxes.

Wether. totalled »73 180 000 311
paid
by
telephone users
and
never forget.
given careful scrutiny.
It soon the office at 9 o’clock Thursday
amounting to $3.31 on the average
The robins—plural—are not with
became clear to those present morning.
telephone customer’s monthly bill.
us these days One. just one robthat more articles were finding
I “The Company is acutely aware
bin drinks his water, eats his food
their way back into the desk than
' of the tremendous tax burden
that Don tak^s to him regularly.
were reaching the wastebasket
I borne by telephcne users and it
Actually, this one robin scares all
nearby. More often than not the *1
| will continue its efforts tow’ards
big birds away from his table of
return of the article >vas accom
| securing just and equitable taxes
green. Will the robin flv North?
panied by the statement, “You
on telephone service for the bene
Will he?
may need that sometime Lloyd. ’
It’s a nice day today, and the
The New England Telephone & fit of its customers,” Harrell comA.s item followed item in the
I mented.
garden’s blooming its head off for
Telegraph Company gained 75,000
cleaning out process, it became
Provision of communication faour pleasure.
Bright festoons of
telephones and put $66,542,000 into
, cilities for military and civil de
colei dip into the air in the patio- evident that the job of city man
plant construction in 1953. Com fense activities in New England
birds at their fun. With all the ager has more sides to it than
drawer to drawer each item was

N. E. Tel. & Tel.

Gained 75,000
Phones In 1953

beauty, we ’eave to see other one would ordinarily suspect. The
I beauty spots. Today, for instance. variety of items not only recalled
Don left to watch the handsome incidents in the growth of Rock
horses race at beautiful Hialeah! land during the past eight years

but also illustrated the complex
Flamingo Day!
The John Tofts, traveler-friends ity of problems faced by the man
of ours from Pot Hand, have just w’ho administers the government
of a city the size of Rockland.
A random list of only a few of
the articles includes. Samples of

among them

merchandise,

nails

and rat poison; aerial photos of
Rockland as it appeared before
Included too, were

the big fire.

pictures of needed street repairs
that have since been made and
advertising

illustrations

sug

of

gested fire equipment, together
with proposed ordinances which

were never approved. Also city
budget summaries covering the
past eight years and identification

tags from meetings of the Main*1
Municipal Association.

More

personal

items

dealing

w’ith the past and the future were
also uncovered. Stationery bear

ing the

legend “Farnsw’orth

Or

chards” hint at the future plans
of Mr. Farnsw’orth.

A nearly full

can of “Dill’s Best” recalled, ac
cording to Mr. Farnsworth, not
the

time he stopped

smoking a

pipe, but “The last time I stopped
smoking a pipe.”

pany president J. E. Harrell states i has
in his annual report.

This gain
increased telephones
operated by the Company in five
states to 2.478.000 of w’hich 64 per
|
cent w’ere dial operated With this
total about twice that of 10 years
ago, nearly 80 percent of the fami
lies in the Company’s area now
i
have telephones.

taken

precedence

Methodist Church.

Harrell reported that since 1945
telephone grow construe-ion to- help prevent serious lnterruPtlon
tailed $459,000,000. He said. “The ,o communications in time of
Company must continue to invest emergency, and in peacetime to
increase telephone service effici
huge sums in other new facilities
ency.
to meet public requirements. In
Harrell described -;ome of the
the next two years alone (1954 and
19551, over $150.000 000 in tele- technological improvements adopted by the Company to improve
phone construction will be re
service and to save time and la
quired for all purposes. To secure
bor. “These and other improve
this new money from investors the
ments, innovations and scientific
Company must have earnings high
devices,” he said, “helped im
enough to enable it to compete,
measurably in meeting the prob
successfully with other compan-i
lem of rising costs and held the
ies.”
need for additional rate increases
In spite of rate increases grant
w'ell below w’hat otherwise would
ed during 1953, Harre’l said that
have been necessary.”
the year’s earnings, although im
proved. were still inadequate. The1
rate of earnings on invested capi
tal was 5.66 percent as against 5.41
in 1952, he reported. Per share,
earnings increased from $7.25 to
$7.50 In both years withdrawals
from surplus—totalling $3,021,000

READ THE ADS
THE TIMES

All available

been sold

have

for

the

occasion which will begin at 6.30.
City

In Beautiful Plaids and Plain Grey
$17.95-519.95
$22.95

Skirts

$14.95

Gerald

Margeson

•eturned from South
America.
They love to go; they love to re
turn. John said the other day, “I
haven’t traveled around the world
I have traveled some. But in aii
my travels. I’ll have you know,
I have yet to see anything to equal
the Miami skyline at night as
seen from the approaching MacAr
thur Causeway. That’s Fairyland
spelled with a big F”.
Leah R. Fuller.

LADIES' PENDLETON JACKETS

Grey

Clerk

Gigantic
RUMMAGE SALE

fi ,,».•!!-

SATURDAY, APRIL 3

WATCHI

Universalist Church
• A. M.

ROCKIAM'
m a -r f

FOR OUR GRAND OPENING ADVERTISEMENT
Auspices Emblem Club

33-lt

38-39

all

in a most important project in an
unnamed location has been con
tinued for the purpose of by-passing and protecting main commu
nication routes. It is designed to

The retiring city manager will

ticketr

over

other installations, Harrell reported.
He said. “Several thousand
miles of local and toll lines, tele
typewriter and private line curcuits have been established. Work

be honored tonight at a testimo
nial dinner to be held at the

Plaids

Chapin,

Sr., of 67 Rawson avenue, Cam

Well, we visited the exciting
colorful General Motors Motorama
when it w-as staged at Dinner Key
Auditorium in Mir. mi. The mam
moth di play was filmed this year
by d.rections of General Motors
officials o that millions of movie
goers may get to see it at their

has recently taken possession of
that fine house. May he learn of
the unending comfort of his warm
hearth

ments, their ice cream is tops,
go w’ith an Elk friend to the Elks
Club.
Don takes me frequently.
On the sturdy paper napkin are
printed these words: “Welcome to
1676, the Wonder Lodge in the Won
der City, Coral Gables, Florida.”

CITY TO FETE FRED FARNSWORTH

vnwovRT >
WTIIftIBCAAV'C.

IAMB
rural

f
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rogv
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VINALHAVEN UNION CHURCH 90th

Division Non-Commissioned Offi
cer Academy in Korea. A guard
in
the division's Headquarters
Company.
Private First Class
Prentiss received instruction in
leadership of units, map reading
and other military subjects.
He
entf red the Army in November,
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Carl Tol man 1952. and arrived overseas last
completing basic
is residing at G Lisle street, Rock August after
training at Fort Dix. N J.
land.

ANNIVERSARY MARKED WITH
SPECIAL SERVICES AND EVENTS
By Margaret E. Adams

Mrs. Cook.
At the close of the service, a so
ended its 90th year of Christian cial hour was held in the vestry,
including the cutting of the anni
service March 21 with a celebra
versary cake. This huge cake was
tion in keeping with its fine record an exact replica of Union Church,
of these many years. Anniversary and was. indeed, a work of art.
Sunday opened the program of this Rev. W S. Stackhouse originated
this unique idea, and with help
historical event.
I from Mrs. Stackhouse It was com
At 11 o’clock, the usual Sunday
pleted and placed on a lace covmorning program of worship was . ered table.
It was greatly ad
followed, including a saxophone mired by the many attending.
The Union Church of Vinalhaven
solo, "Open the Oates of the
Temple,” by Leon Arey. which with its auditorium recently rej done in a soft oastel, the soft
gave the call to worship.
i brown shingled exterior and the
A vocal solo, “How Lovely Are tor, to which responses by visit
Thy Dwellings,” was rendered by ing patrons and town officials were
Mrs. Elizabeth Earle. A special given.
Special music Included a vocal
anthem was sung ty the choir of
duet. "Beautiful City," by Doris
24 voices.
A. Arey and Flora Brown, and a
Rev. Thomas L. Brindley of the
fine anthem. ’’The King of Love
Baptist Convention headquarters
My Shepherd Is,” by the choir.
in Waterville, was guest speaker
Rev. W. S. Stackpole gave the
The morning service closed with
“History of the Church of Vinal
Holy Communion.
haven. The anniversary sermon
The Sunday evening program in
was given by Rev. Kenneth Cook
cluded a song service with an
of Limestone, a former pastor of
especially appropriate vocal solos.
Union Church. All enjoyed hear
"Bless This House,” by Harry
ing Rev Cook again and a warm
Coombs.
stained
glass
windows,
with
The anthem. "Seek Ye The
gabled roof and steeple above,
Lord” , was sung by the choir,
from which one hears the musical
with Dr. Cameron Rae taking the
tones of the bell, mingled with the
tenor solo.
murmer of ocean waves on a Sun
Rev. Brindley again gave the
day morning, is to be congratu
evening message, emphasizing his
lated on its great and long service
remarks with pictures of Baptist
to this Island community. Its
Missionary work in the Philip
doors are ever open to all who
pines. He also showed colored
would enter in.
slides.
The following verses were writ
Monday evening, the vestry of j
ten to compliment Mrs. Leon Arey
the church was the scene of the
The Church Foundation
anniversary banquet given by the '
ladies of the circle and parish j The church's one foundation
This repast consisted of frozen i Was strong and sure and sound.

IN SERVICE

The Union Church of Vinalhaven

fruit cup as the first course, fol
lowed by the hot plate of southern
baked ham. mashed potato, car
rots, green peas, salad, hot rolls
and coffee, with dessert of cream
puffs with ice cream and hot cho
colate sauce.
At 7.30 a public meeting was
held in the
church auditorium.
Letters from non-residents, pas
tors, members and friends were
read. Other parts of the service
included a
vocal
solo.
"Two
Roads." by Allen Simons, and an
anthem,
"God
So Loved the
World" by the choir.
Remarks by Rev. George Merri
am of North Haven and Rev. Ken
neth Cook of Limestone were
heard.
On Tuesday evening at 7 o’clock,
the final service of the anniversary
observance was held.
An organ and piano duct was
presented by the organist, Mrs,
Leola Smith and Mrs. Louise An
derson.
These preludes added
much to the opening of all the
services.
Words of welcome were given byHoward MacFarland. as modern

given to him

welcome was

and

Prior to entering the service
Private Camp el*. attended Rock
land High School.

baby boy

Hbms.

Pvt. Lowberg has been

He is a graduate from Regiment stationed at Camp Folk,
Warren High School, class of 1961. La.

in Munich, Germany, since Jan.
4. 1954, and will not see his son,

• • • •
Pvt. Barbara Knovflton, daugh
ter of Mr. and Mrs. David O.
Knowlton of Ingraham's Hill, has
been transferred from Fort Sam
Huston. Texas, to Fort Jackson,
S. C. Pvt. Knowlton is in the hos
pital corp and maintained an ave
rage of 94 while at Fort Sam Hous
ton. She would be pleased to hear
from her friends. Her address is
as follows: Pvt. Barbara Knowlton
W.A. 8110407, Wac Hd. Det.. Stu
dent Compl.. A.S.O. 3431, Fort
Jackson, S. C.
• • • •

Robert. Jr. until sometime this
summer. It will be a very happy

event when he is again united
with his wife, year-old daughter,

; Shirley

Irene,

and

tiny

Robert,

Jr.
Pvt. Lowberg would appre
ciate mail from friends. His ad- I
dress is. Pvt
Robert Lowberg, |
US 5115970. Co.. E. 172-Inf. Div.
43d Div APO 112, c/o P. M., New
York City. N. Y

He was formerly employed by
Anderson's Dairy. Rockland.
• * • »

Pvt
I. Pomroy of Rock
land has Strived at Fort Dix. N J.

While serving aboard the subma
rine L’SS Tirante. John T. Wilson. '

and has been iiseisu- d to Battery
B. 34th FA. Bn.^o^the 9th Infan

engineman third class, USN. of I
Hope, is scheduled to spend a
four day liberty in Rotterdam,
he Netherlands, the storied land
of picturesque canals and wooden
shoes, starting March 14. The Ti-1

Richard T. Tomkins. 22. of 14
Myrtle street, Rockland, re-enlist
ed March 22. with grade of Pfc. E3. He is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Fred T. Walker, 14 Myrtle street.
Rockland. He is a veteran with
three years USAF, including 10
Pvt. Ronald W. Barbour
months in Labrador.
He gradu
Pvt. Ronald W. Barbour, son o ated from Rockland High School
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Barbour In 1950. Before entering the serv
of North Warren, who completed ice he was employed by Socony
the engineer equipment mainten Vacuum Oil Company, New York.

try Dnision for eight weeks of ba
sic training. He is the son of Mrs.
Eva Grace Pomroy of 39 Tillson
avenue. Rockland.
Prior to entermg the service.
Pvt. Pomroy attended Rockland
High School.
He was formerly employed by
General Seafoods.

rante will call there on her first
stop after crossing the Atlantic,
ler home port is New London. I
Conn.

• * » •

• ♦ ♦ ♦
(apt. Robert P. Russell

Capt. Robert P. Russell arrived
at Fort Benning. Nov. 3 1953. He
is in Co. At OAC, 3 ORC.
The
time of his initial enlistment was
March 2. 1942. alia he is commis
sioned Jan. 4. 1943. Home station:
1277th ASU Camp. Kilmer, N. J.
Decorations and awards include:
CIB. BSM. V T. 2 Oak Leaf CL .
fJurple Hpart, American Theater.
ETO 5 Stars. Victory. Occ., Ko
rean.
AFRM.
United
Nations
Time in service is 12 years. He has
served in ETO. Korea.
His wife, Barbara J. Russell,

TuMday-Thursda^Satunlay

Corp. James R. Kenney

Richard Burby, son of Mrs. Mau
rice Weaver of North Whitefield,
and the late Eugene Burby of
Rockland, graduated as a Medical
Technician and is now stationed
in the hospital at Fort Dix. N. J.
He is taking a course at the Uni
versity of New Jersey in hospital
administration.

ance course at Fort Belvoir, Va..
is now serving in Germany. He
enlisted in July 1953, after his
graduation from
Warren High
School. He will be pleased to hear

Lincoln Schoolmen

To Hear Dr. Espy

Charles Eegley, Waldoboro High
from friends.
His address, Pvt.
< flag of honor now flies over
Ronald W. Barbour. R.A. 11260417, School instructor and president of
he guncarriage of the 2d gun seci n. Btry. C, 18th FA Bn. at BaCo. A. 1279th Engn. (C), Bn. APO the Lincoln County Schoolmen’s
a nhausen.
Germany
for
its
46, care of Postmaster, New York, Club, has announced that Dr. Her
bert Espy, State Commissioner af
N. Y.
smartly executed work during the
• ♦ * *
Edcation, will be the guest of
recent battalion gunnery competi
Army Cpl. Frank 3. Cushman, the club at its regular meeting
tion. Lt. Col. James B. Green
son of Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Cush Monday March 29. The meeting
Co. of the 18th FA Bn. announced
man. Wadsworth street. Thomas is to he a supper meeting, held at
the section’s victory in the regu
ton. is enroute to the U. S. after the high school in Wiscasset. The
lar quarterly
competition.
He
serving in France with the U. S. supper will be prepared by the
made the award on the basis of
Army's European Communications home economics classes of Wis
occupation
of
position,
preparing
and children. Gretchen Lee Rus
Zone. Corporal Cushman who ar casset High School under the di
for action, and conduct of fire.
sell. 13 and Lynn J. Russell, 7
rived overseas in June, 1952, was rection of their instructor Miss
Personnel in the gun section in
/ears, live at RFD 2. Union.
a corpsman with the U. S. Army Methyl Hodgkins.
* * * *
clude: Cpl. James R. Kenney,
Hospital at La Chapelle-St. Mestank driver, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Following the supper, the club
min. He entered the Army in April,
Eben Kenney of 11 Union street.
will join with the Wiscasset PTA
1951 and completed basic training
Rockland
for an evening meeting at which
• • • •
Pvt. Douglas W. Crute
at Fitzsimmons Army Hospital,
Dr. Espy will be the speaker.
It did not crack or waver
The early March release from
Denver. Colo.
As the
milling
crowd
moved
President
Begley
also
an
Private Douglas W. Crute of active duty of 240 Marine veterans
• • • •
'round.
nounced
that the
Schoolmen's
Cushing has arrived at Fort Dix. of service in the Far East was an-1
Richard Ernest Lindahl, son of
This church was truly a sweet one.
Club would bold its annual speak
N. J., and has been assigned to nounced at the Treasure Island
John Herbert Lindahl.
24 Old
In all harmony displayed
ing contest for the high schools
Company B 61st Heavy Tank Bn. Marine Barracks in San Francis
County road. Rockland, enlisted
The mighty tiers were brilliant
of Lincoln County on Wednesday,
of the 9th Infantry Division for co. The dischargees recently re
March 23 in the United States Ma
With many colors arrayed.
March 31. This contest which in
eight weeks of basic training.
turned to the United States for
rine Corps.
Lindahl will go to
Aviation Cadet Morgan Barbour
The pure and firm foundation
His parents are Frank A Crute. separation here upon expiratiop of
cludes one boy and one girl from
Parris Island. S. C., for his basic
Was stoing, but airy light,
Sr., of Cushing.
Aviation Cadet Morgan S. Bar training.
their enlistments. Among them
Prior to entering the each school in the county is to be
It held the mighty structure
Prior to entering the service. was Cpl. Clayton A
Winchen- bour, son of Mr. and Mrs. Benja Marine Corps, he was employed held at Lincoln Academy in New
Through day and through the
Private Crute attended Cushing bach. son of Mr and Mrs. Frank min Barbour of North Warren,
by the County Highway Depart castle this year
night.
and Thomaston schools.
T.
Winchenbach
of
62 Cedar who is a student in Pilot Training ment.
It's texture, like finest marble
Advertise in The Courier-Ornette
at Reese Air Force Base, Lubbock, |
He was formerly employed by street, Rockland.
* » • •
The sands of time had not erased
United States Merchant Marine.
Texas, a multiple engine base, ex
Army Pfc. Franklin Nash. 20.
* • • •
Was white as fallen snow.
pects to graduate April 28. com son of Mr. and Mrs. Burleigh C.
A/3c Deane E. Esancy. 11260629
The grace it did bestow.
missioned a second lieutenant in Nash. Thorndike Hotel. Rockland,
3402 Sta. Sqdn. Keesler A.F.B.
Then came the Reapers sharpened
the Air Force Reserve, and will will move to the Fort Bragg. N. C.
Biloxi, Miss.. Box 329, has fin
blade
receive the silver wings of an air maneuver area next month with
ished
basic
training
in
Sampson
To cut that white foundation.
force pilot
Cadet Barbour en the 37th Infantry Division for Ex
N. Y. Deane wov.ld like to hear
It slashed from Delfry to below
listed in the Air Force. September ercise Flash Burn. Nash, who en
Pvt. Linwood M. Campbell
from friends.
And made complete destruction.
1951,
and completed
primary tered the Army in April. 1953 is
• ♦ » »
Yet—before that onslaught.
Private Linwood M. Campbell of
training at Stallings Air Base in an assistant mortal man in Com
Army
Cpl.
Howard
E.
Holbrook,
90-T-tf
The foundation did not crumble.
Rockland has arrived at Fort Dix.
North Carolina, prior to going to pany E of the division's 147th
It took the shape of tiny squares N. J., and has been assigned to whose wile, Margaret, and par
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Hol
As root and tiers did tumble.
Co. B-61st Heavy Tank Bn., 364th
brook. live in Camden, was recent
This church’s one foundation
Inf Regt. of the 9th Infantry Di
ly transferred to the 7th Infantry
Cannot be found of late
vision for eight weeks of basic
-MAW COURTESY YOUR COK Of TMt KHT
Becausp this church of many tiers training. His parents arc Mr and Division in Korea. Holbrook, who
arrived on the
peninsula last
Was made of finest cake.
Mrs. Elwood J. Campbell of RFD
April, had been serving as a 60
1, Thomaston
mm mortar gunner with the 45th
His wife. Geraldine, the daughInfantry Division, which is being
returned to the U. S. He will fin
their daughter. Joy. to Sgt. Rob
ish his tour of Korean duty with
ert Thorndike, son of Mr and Mrs.
the 7th Division. The corporal, a
H. C. Thorndike of Thomaston.
former employe at the Seebright
Mrs. Thorndike is a graduate of
Woolen Mill, entered the Army in
Limerock Council Knights of Co
St. George High Sehooll, and for
October. 1952, and completed ba-.
lumbus served a baked halibut
the past year has been employed
new PowerFllle transmission
supper to members and their la
sic training at Camp Breckin
Pvt. Robert Lowberg
at Pratt Whitney Co.
with new PowerFlow engine
dies at St. Bernard's parish hall
ridge, Ky.
Sgt. Thorndike, has recently re
A surprise visit was made Sun
• * * *
Sunday evening.
Ai Plourd was
gives you flashing acceleration, with no lurch or lag!
turned from overseas duty, is
Army Pfc. Elmer E. Prentiss, day, March 14, to the home of
chairman of the event with Phil
PowerFlite is the newest, smoothest automatic no-clutch transmission
stationed at Fort. Devens, Mass. Jr., son of Mrs. Ida V. Prentiss, Pvt. and Mrs. Robert Lowberg,
McLellan serving as the chef.
in the low-price field. It is combined with the new 110-horsepower
The couple are residing at Fitch 15 Rockland street. Rockland re by a very popular bird called the
The guest speaker was Thomas
PowerFlow engine, the most powerful in Plymouth history I
burg. Mass.
cently
graduated
from
3d
Infantry
sljork,
who
ldft
a
seven-pound
Baine of the Knights of Columbus

CLAYT BITLER
Wants to See YOU About

qood/^eah

TIRES

Halibut Supper
Served Knights

Of Columbus

BIG 4
ONLY AT fewnat

I.
X

3.
4.

NATIONWIDf CRIDITI Good at

over 800 affiliated offices
LOANS by MAILI Get and repay
loan entirely by mail.
CUSTOM-FITTED LOANS! Loan
ad lusted to needs and income.
SINGLE- VISIT LOANSI Phone first.

^Employed men and women —

married or single — phone, write,
or come in today.

Supreme Council from New Ha
ven. Conn.
Also speaking briefly
were: Robert Ouellette of Bruns
wick, state deputy, and Willard
Murray of the Knights of Colum
bus insurance division.
City
Manager-elect Lloyd K.
Allen and Mrs. Allen were special
guests.
Mr. Allen spoke to the
group on his new assignment as
city manager, which he enters

this afternoon.

TENANT’S HARBOR
Albin Falla who la employed at
Hartford, Conn., was at his home
for the weekend.
Mrs. Douglas
Auld and children of Brewer, were
weekend guest of her parents.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Lowell and
children have returned from a va
cation trip, which included Wash
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Phene: 1133 . Rockland, Me.
Miles R. Sawyer, YES MANager
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ington, D. C. and Virginia.
Rev. and Mrs. Mildred Gile.
motored to Canton, Maine, Mon

new Power Brakes
for easier stopping! Now Power Braking, plus Plymouth's
famous Safe-Guard brakes, gives you quick, always predictable.

straight-line stops with half the usual pedal pressure.
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Homes

Thorndike-Glad

COMMUNITY BUILDING
■OCKltND

APRIL 5 and 6

PAINTING
EXTERIOR AND INTERIOR
A RELIABLE OPERATOR. USING A RELIABLE PRODUCT
TO SERVE YOU BEST

KENNETH W. RYDER, Builder
Dealer

PITTSBURGH P. G. CO. PAINTS
MAKE PLANS EARLY—AVOID DISAPPOINTMENTS

DIAL 2056

103 MECHANIC ST.

CAMDEN, ME.
28-tf

.

“on duty” every mile you drive to give you great new ease in steering

and parking. Protects you from road shocks, gives you precise control on
bumpy roads and lets you park with only one-fifth the normal effortl

Be one of the first to drive the “power-packed" new 1954 Plymouth! Let us show you
the newest power advances in the low-price field—a great new transmission combined
with an outstanding new engine, and the finest power steering and braking. Drop in or
phone today for your demonstration ride.

Show I

day.

Mr. and Mrs. Sten Glad of
Somerville, Conn., formerly of Bt.
George, announce the marriage of

full-time Power Steering
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It's springtime in Maine!
B|
Thoughts of redecorating or remodeling the home H
are in most persons minds. Also, a desire for a new 1||
home in the thoughts of some.
fi|
The Kiwanis Better Homes Show is designed to help Kj
you. Everything in the redecorating, remodeling and ■!
building lines will be on display during the two day Wj

There will be entertainment, too, ond prize drawings from the stage every half-hour day and night.
Admission 25 cents.
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Plymouth gives you
widest choice of drive*I
PowerFlite fully automatic no-dutch trans

mission: Hy-Drive, the lowest-cost no-shift
driving; Automatic Overdrive, and Synchro-

Silent transmission.

PowerFlite, Hy-Drive, Automatic Overdrive,
Power Brakes ond Power Steering each available
ot surprisingly low extra cod.

